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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to a control apparatus and
a control apparatus method of an engine which changes
the opening-closing characteristic of engine valves
through control of the variable valve mechanism.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] In an engine equipped with a variable valve
mechanism, the opening-closing characteristic of the in-
take and exhaust valves of the engine can be changed.
Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open Publication No.
2001-263015 describes a variable valve mechanism that
changes duration and the maximum lift of engine valves.
[0003] In recent years, engines capable of further im-
provements in fuel economy and drivability (vehicle riding
comfort) are desired in order to meet increasingly diver-
sified demands from environmental concerns and from
users.
[0004] In conjunction with engine control apparatuses
equipped with a variable valve mechanism, various pro-
posals intended to improve fuel economy and engine out-
put have been made; however, there has been no ap-
propriate proposal intended to improve vehicle drivability.
[0005] In document EP 1 586 761 A2, a valve action
controlling apparatus and method for engines is dis-
closed. The controlling apparatus controls at least one
of a valve duration and a valve lift of the intake valve by
controlling a variable valve mechanism.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The invention provides an engine control appa-
ratus and an engine control method, each of which im-
proves vehicle drivability through control of a variable
valve mechanism.
[0007] An aspect of the invention is an engine control
apparatus having the features of claim 1. A further aspect
of the invention is an engine control method according
to claim 8. Further advantageous developments are set
out in the dependent claims.
[0008] According to the invention, the variable valve
mechanism changes the opening-closing characteristic
of the intake valve as an opening-closing characteristic
of an engine valve. In particular, the control unit of the
engine control apparatus changes the opening-closing
characteristic of the intake valve toward an initial open-
ing-closing characteristic, which is defined to be a largest
or nearly largest open valve duration of the intake valve
when the ignition switch is switched off.
[0009] In this vehicle, the changing of the opening-clos-
ing characteristic of the intake valve may be impossible
when the engine is started, due to occurrence of an ab-

normality in the variable valve mechanism during the stop
of the engine. If in such a case, the opening-closing char-
acteristic of the intake valve has been set at an opening-
closing characteristic that involves a minimum open valve
duration, or at an opening-closing characteristic close
thereto, it is conceivable that the amount of intake air at
the time of starting up the engine could be insufficient,
leading to a startup failure.
[0010] Considering such a circumstance, the ninth as-
pect of the invention is designed so that when a drive of
the vehicle ends, the opening-closing characteristic of
the intake valve changes toward the initial opening-clos-
ing characteristic in preparation for when the engine is
next started. Therefore, insufficient supply of air when
starting the engine is curbed even if the variable valve
mechanism has an abnormality. It thus becomes possible
to improve the startability of the engine.
[0011] Preferably, when the control unit detects that
the vehicle speed is greater than or equal to a threshold
value when changing the opening-closing characteristic
of the intake valve toward the initial opening-closing char-
acteristic, the control unit suspends the changing of the
opening-closing characteristic of the intake valve until
the vehicle speed becomes less than the threshold value.
[0012] If the opening-closing characteristic of the in-
take valve is changed toward the initial opening-closing
characteristic while the engine rotation speed is exces-
sively high, fuel remaining in the combustion chamber
may burn due to the increased amount of intake air. In
such a case, the engine speed increases despite the driv-
er’s request to stop the vehicle, which may cause dis-
comfort to the driver.
[0013] Considering such a circumstance, the invention
is designed so that the changing of the opening-closing
characteristic of the intake valve is suspended until the
vehicle speed falls below the threshold value. Therefore,
it becomes possible to avoid increasing the engine speed
occurring despite a driver’s request for a stop of the ve-
hicle.
[0014] Preferably, if the control unit detects that the
engine speed is greater than or equal to a threshold value
when changing the opening-closing characteristic of the
intake valve is changed toward the initial opening-closing
characteristic, the control unit suspends the changing of
the opening-closing characteristic of the intake valve until
the engine speed becomes less than the criterion value.
[0015] If the opening-closing characteristic of the in-
take valve changes toward the initial opening-closing
characteristic while the engine speed is excessively high,
fuel remaining in the combustion chamber may burn due
to the increased amount of intake air. In such a case, the
engine speed rises despite the driver’s request for a stop
of the vehicle, which may cause discomfort to the driver.
[0016] Considering such a circumstance, the invention
is designed so that the changing of the opening-closing
characteristic of the intake valve is suspended until the
engine speed becomes less than the threshold value.
Therefore, it becomes possible to avoid increasing the
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engine speed occurring despite a driver’s request for a
stop of the vehicle.
[0017] According to the invention, if the control unit de-
tects that the engine has not been started by the time the
ignition switch is switched to the off position, the control
unit prohibits the changing of the opening-closing char-
acteristic of the intake valve toward the initial opening-
closing characteristic.
[0018] Generally, the ignition is intentionally switched
off by the driver when the driver is finished driving the
vehicle. However, in some cases, the ignition switch may
be switched to the off position while a driver does not
intend to finish driving. In such a case, the startup of the
engine is performed in a relatively short time, and there-
fore the risk of an abnormality occurring in the variable
valve mechanism before the engine is restarted up is
very small. That is, even if the opening-closing charac-
teristic is not changed to the initial opening-closing char-
acteristic on the basis of the ignition switch being
switched to the off position, it is considered that there is
substantially no fear of a startup failure being caused by
insufficient air supply.
[0019] Considering such a circumstance, the invention
is designed so that if the control unit detects that the
engine has not started by the time of the ignition switch
is switched to the off position, the changing of the open-
ing-closing characteristic of the intake valve is prohibited.
Therefore, it becomes possible to reduce unnecessary
actions of the variable valve mechanism.
[0020] Preferably, the control unit, prohibits changing
the opening-closing characteristic of the intake valve, and
maintains the opening-closing characteristic of the intake
valve that was present immediately before the ignition is
switched off.
[0021] If the engine has not been in the state of com-
pletion of startup up to the moment of the ignition switch
being switched to the off position, it is calculated that the
ignition switch was switched to the off position before the
driver is finished driving. That is, it is calculated that the
restart of the engine will be begun in a relatively short
time.
[0022] Considering such a circumstance, the invention
is designed so that while the changing of the opening-
closing characteristic of the intake valve is prohibited, the
opening-closing characteristic of the intake valve present
immediately before detection of the switching of the ig-
nition switch to the off position is maintained. Therefore,
it becomes possible to promptly perform the changing of
the opening-closing characteristic of the intake valve af-
ter the engine is started up.
[0023] Preferably, the control unit discontinues the
changing of the opening-closing characteristic of the in-
take valve if it is calculated or detected that an engine
speed falls below a reference value.
[0024] If the opening-closing characteristic of the in-
take valve is changed when the engine speed is very low
(equal or close to "0"), the variable valve mechanism may
be damaged by an excessively increased load on the

variable valve mechanism.
[0025] Considering such a circumstance, the invention
is designed so that if it is calculated that the engine ro-
tation speed is less than the reference value, or if it is
detected that the engine rotation speed is less than the
reference value, the changing of the opening-closing
characteristic of the intake valve is discontinued. There-
fore, it becomes possible to curb the damage of the var-
iable valve mechanism caused by the changing of the
opening-closing characteristic.
[0026] Preferably, an engine control apparatus accord-
ing to any one of the first to fourteenth aspects, the var-
iable valve mechanism comprises a control shaft dis-
posed in a cylinder head so as to be movable in a direction
of an axis, a valve lift mechanism mounted around the
control shaft so as to operate the engine valve, and an
actuator that moves the control shaft, and wherein the
valve lift mechanism comprises a slider gear movable in
cooperation with the control shaft, an input gear mounted
on the slider gear so as to operate through a cam of a
camshaft, and an output gear mounted on the slider gear
so as to operate the engine valve, and wherein the ac-
tuator changes an open valve duration of the engine valve
by relatively rotating the input gear and the output gear
through a movement of the control shaft.
[0027] Preferably, the engine control apparatus is
based on the fifteenth aspect; however, the actuator is
driven via electric power.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0028] The foregoing and further objects, features and
advantages of the invention will become apparent from
the following description of preferred embodiments with
reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein like
numerals are used to represent like elements and where-
in:

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an overall construction
of an engine equipped with a variable valve mecha-
nism in conjunction with an embodiment in which a
control apparatus of an engine in accordance with
the invention is embodied.
FIG. 2 is a plan view showing a planar structure of
a cylinder head of the engine of the embodiment.
FIG. 3 is a graph indicating fashions of changes in
the valve duration and in the maximum valve lift of
an intake valve operated by a variable valve mech-
anism in the embodiment.
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the electric actuator
and the valve mechanism main body in the variable
valve mechanism in the embodiment.
FIG. 5 is an exploded perspective view of a valve
mechanism main body in the variable valve mecha-
nism in the embodiment.
FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a slider gear in the
variable valve mechanism in the embodiment.
FIG. 7 is a sectional view of a slider gear (input spline
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and output splines).
FIG. 8 is a perspective view of a control shaft and its
surrounding members in the variable valve mecha-
nism in the embodiment.
FIG. 9 is an exploded perspective view of the valve
mechanism main body in the variable valve mecha-
nism in the embodiment.
FIG. 10 is a cutaway perspective view showing an
internal structure of the valve lift mechanism in the
variable valve mechanism in the embodiment.
FIG. 11 is a sectional view of the variable valve mech-
anism and its surrounding structures in the cylinder
head of the engine in accordance with the embodi-
ment.
FIG. 12 is a diagram schematically illustrating the
manner of switching between drive modes by an
electronic control apparatus in the variable valve
mechanism in the embodiment.
FIG. 13 is a flowchart showing the processing pro-
cedure of an "engine starting-up process" executed
via the electronic control apparatus of the embodi-
ment.
FIG. 14 is a flowchart showing a processing proce-
dure of a "first variable valve mechanism driving
process" executed via the electronic control appara-
tus of the embodiment.
FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing another processing
procedure of the "first variable valve mechanism
driving process" executed via the electronic control
apparatus of the embodiment.
FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing a processing proce-
dure of a "first actuator driving process" executed
via the electronic control apparatus of the embodi-
ment.
FIG. 17 is a flowchart showing a processing proce-
dure of a "second variable valve mechanism driving
process" executed via the electronic control appara-
tus of the embodiment.
FIG. 18 is a flowchart showing other processing pro-
cedures of the "second variable valve mechanism
driving process" executed via the electronic control
apparatus of the embodiment.
FIG. 19 is a flowchart showing of a processing pro-
cedure of a "second actuator driving process" exe-
cuted via the electronic control apparatus of the em-
bodiment.
FIG. 20 is a flowchart showing of another processing
procedure of the "second actuator driving process"
executed via the electronic control apparatus of the
embodiment.
FIG. 21 is a flowchart showing still another process-
ing procedure of the "second actuator driving proc-
ess" executed via the electronic control apparatus
of the embodiment.
FIG. 22 is a flowchart showing a processing proce-
dure of a "third variable valve mechanism driving
process" executed via the electronic control appara-
tus of the embodiment.

FIG. 23 is a flowchart showing another processing
procedure of the "third variable valve mechanism
driving process" executed via the electronic control
apparatus of the embodiment.
FIG. 24 is a flowchart showing a processing proce-
dure of a "third actuator driving process" executed
via the electronic control apparatus of the embodi-
ment.
FIG. 25 is a flowchart showing a processing proce-
dure of a "fourth variable valve mechanism driving
process" executed via the electronic control appara-
tus of the embodiment.
FIG. 26 is a flowchart showing another processing
procedure of the "fourth variable valve mechanism
driving process" executed via the electronic control
apparatus of the embodiment.
FIG. 27 is a flowchart showing a processing proce-
dure of a "fourth actuator driving process" executed
via the electronic control apparatus of the embodi-
ment.
FIG. 28 is a flowchart showing another processing
procedure of the "fourth actuator driving process"
executed via the electronic control apparatus of the
embodiment.
FIG. 29 is a flowchart showing a processing proce-
dure of a "fifth variable valve mechanism driving
process" executed via the electronic control appara-
tus of the embodiment.
FIG. 30 is a flowchart showing a processing proce-
dure of a "fifth actuator driving process" executed
via the electronic control apparatus of the embodi-
ment.
FIG. 31 is a flowchart showing another processing
procedure of the "fifth actuator driving process" ex-
ecuted via the electronic control apparatus of the em-
bodiment.
FIG. 32 is a flowchart showing a processing proce-
dure of a "sixth variable valve mechanism driving
process" executed via the electronic control appara-
tus of the embodiment.
FIG. 33 is a flowchart showing a processing proce-
dure of a "sixth actuator driving process" executed
via the electronic control apparatus of the embodi-
ment.
FIG. 34 is a timing chart indicating a manner of con-
trolling the variable valve mechanism by the elec-
tronic control apparatus of the embodiment.
FIG. 35 is a timing chart indicating another manner
of controlling the variable valve mechanism by the
electronic control apparatus of the embodiment.
FIG. 36 is a timing chart indicating still another man-
ner of controlling the variable valve mechanism by
the electronic control apparatus of the embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0029] An embodiment of the invention will be de-
scribed with reference to FIGS. 1 to 36. In this embodi-
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ment, the invention is embodied as a variable valve
mechanism that changes the opening-closing character-
istic (the duration and the maximum valve lift) of an intake
valve.

<Structure of Engine>

[0030] The engine 1 is substantially made up of a cyl-
inder block 2 and a cylinder head 3. The cylinder block
2 has a plurality of cylinders 21. A water jacket 22 is
formed around the cylinders 21.
[0031] A piston 23 is disposed in each cylinder 21. Fur-
thermore, a combustion chamber 24 is defined, that is,
surrounded, by an inner peripheral surface of the cylinder
21, a top surface of the piston 23, and the cylinder head
3. The piston 23 is connected to a crankshaft 26 via a
connecting rod 25.
[0032] The cylinder head 3 is provided with an intake
port 32 connecting the combustion chamber 24 and an
intake pipe 31 in communication, and an exhaust port 36
connecting the combustion chamber 24 and an exhaust
pipe 35 in communication.
[0033] The intake port 32 is opened and closed via an
intake valve 33.
[0034] The intake valve 33 is opened via a cam 34C
of an intake camshaft 34, and is closed via a valve spring.
[0035] The exhaust port 36 is opened and closed via
an exhaust valve 37.
[0036] The exhaust valve 37 is opened via a cam 38C
of an exhaust camshaft 38, and is closed via a valve
spring.
[0037] A throttle valve 39 changes the area in the intake
pipe 31 through which air can pass. An injector 41 injects
fuel into the combustion chamber 24.
[0038] An ignition plug 42 ignites a mixture gas within
the combustion chamber 24. A variable valve mechanism
5 changes the open valve duration (valve duration IN-
CAM) of the intake valve 33.
[0039] A starter motor 11 rotates the crankshaft 26 at
the time of startup of the engine 1. A battery 12 supplies
electric power to the starter motor 11, the ignition plug
42, the variable valve mechanism 5, an electronic control
apparatus 9, etc. In FIG. 1, the supply paths of electric
power from the battery 12 to the aforementioned devices
and the like are indicated by one-dot chain lines. Inciden-
tally, the battery 12 is provided in a vehicle in which the
engine 1 is mounted. In the description below, the "vehi-
cle" refers to a vehicle in which the engine 1 is mounted.
[0040] The engine 1 is centrally controlled via the elec-
tronic control apparatus 9.
[0041] The electronic control apparatus 9 is substan-
tially made up of a central processing unit that executes
computational processing related to the engine control,
a read-only memory in which programs and maps nec-
essary for the engine control are stored beforehand, a
random access memory for temporarily storing results of
computation of the central processing unit and the like,
an input port for inputting external signals, an output port

for outputting signals to external devices, etc.
[0042] The input port of the electronic control appara-
tus 9 is connected to a rotation speed sensor 91, a cooling
water temperature sensor 92, an intake temperature sen-
sor 93, an air flow meter 94, an accelerator position sen-
sor 95, a vehicle speed sensor 96, an ignition switch 97,
etc.
[0043] The rotation speed sensor 91 is provided near
the crankshaft 26, and outputs an electric signal corre-
sponding to the rotation speed of the crankshaft 26 (en-
gine rotation speed NE). The output signal of the rotation
speed sensor 91 is input to the electronic control appa-
ratus 9, and then is used as an engine rotation speed
measured value NEM for various controls.
[0044] The cooling water temperature sensor 92 is pro-
vided around the cylinders 21, and outputs an electric
signal corresponding to the temperature of cooling water
within the water jacket 22 (cooling water temperature
THW). The output signal of the cooling water temperature
sensor 92 is input to the electronic control apparatus 9,
and then is used as a cooling water temperature meas-
ured value THWM for various controls.
[0045] The intake temperature sensor 93 is provided
in an intake passageway downstream of an air cleaner,
and outputs an electric signal corresponding to the tem-
perature of air in the intake pipe 31 (intake temperature
THA). The output signal of the intake temperature sensor
93 is input to the electronic control apparatus 9, and then
is used as an intake temperature measured value THAM
for various controls.
[0046] The air flow meter 94 is provided in the intake
passageway downstream of the air cleaner, and outputs
an electric signal corresponding to the amount of flow of
air in the intake pipe 31 (intake flow amount GA). The
output signal of the air flow meter 94 is input to the elec-
tronic control apparatus 9, and then is used as an intake
flow amount measured value GAM for various controls.
Incidentally, the intake flow amount GA corresponds to
the amount of air supplied into the combustion chamber
24 (amount of intake air).
[0047] The accelerator position sensor 95 is provided
near an accelerator pedal of the vehicle, and outputs an
electric signal corresponding to the amount of depression
of the accelerator pedal (accelerator operation amount
ACP). The output signal of the accelerator position sen-
sor 95 is input to the electronic control apparatus 9, and
then is used as an accelerator operation amount meas-
ured value ACPM for various controls.
[0048] The vehicle speed sensor 96 is provided near
a tire wheel of the vehicle, and outputs an electric signal
corresponding to the rotation speed of the tire wheel (ve-
hicle speed SPD). The output signal of the vehicle speed
sensor 96 is input to the electronic control apparatus 9,
and then is used as a vehicle speed measured value
SPDM for various controls.
[0049] The ignition switch 97 is provided at the side of
a driver’s seat of the vehicle, and is switched to one of
the "OFF", "ACC", "ON" and "START" positions. When
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the ignition switch 97 is in the "ON" position, an ignition
signal IG is input to the electronic control apparatus 9.
When the ignition switch 97 is in the "START" position,
a starter signal STA is input, together with the ignition
signal IG, to the electronic control apparatus 9. Inciden-
tally, in this embodiment, the state where the ignition
switch 97 is in the "ACC" position is assumed to be the
same as the state where the ignition switch 97 is in the
"OFF" position.
[0050] The output port of the electronic control appa-
ratus 9 is connected to drive circuits of the injector 41,
the ignition plug 42, the starter motor 11, the variable
valve mechanism 5, etc.
[0051] On the basis of the engine operation state
grasped from the output signals of the various sensors
and the like, the electronic control apparatus 9 performs
various controls, such as a throttle control of adjusting
the degree of opening of the throttle valve 39 (throttle
opening degree THR), a fuel injection control of adjusting
the amount of fuel injected from the injector 41, an ignition
timing control of adjusting the ignition timing of the ignition
plug 42, a variable valve mechanism control of adjusting
the valve duration INCAM, etc. Incidentally, the control
unit includes the electronic control apparatus 9.

<Manner of Changing Valve Duration>

[0052] With reference to FIG. 3, the manner of chang-
ing the valve duration INCAM via the variable valve mech-
anism 5 will be described.
[0053] The variable valve mechanism 5 changes the
valve duration INCAM continuously between the largest
valve duration (maximum valve duration INCAMmax)
and the smallest valve duration (minimum valve duration
INCAMmin). Synchronously with changes in the valve
duration INCAM, the maximum valve lift INVL of the in-
take. valve 33 (amount of movement of the intake valve
33 from an extreme position on the closed valve side to
an extreme position on the open valve side) changes.
[0054] The maximum valve lift INVL reaches a largest
maximum valve lift (upper-limit maximum valve lift INV-
Lmax) when the valve duration INCAM is a maximum
valve duration INCAMmax. Furthermore, the maximum
valve lift INVL reaches a smallest maximum valve lift (low-
er-limit maximum valve lift INVLmin) when the valve du-
ration INCAM is a minimum valve duration INCAMmin.
That is, the maximum valve lift INVL changes continu-
ously between the upper-limit maximum valve lift INVL-
max and the lower-limit maximum valve lift INVLmin, syn-
chronously with changes in the valve duration INCAM.

<Structure of Variable Valve Mechanism>

[0055] With reference to FIGS. 4 to 11, a detailed struc-
ture of the variable valve mechanism 5 will be described.
It is to be noted that the variable valve mechanism 5 has
substantially identical structures at sites corresponding
to the individual cylinders 21, and FIGS. 4, 5, 8, 9 and

10 show only the structure provided at a site correspond-
ing to one cylinder 21.

[1] Overall Structure of Variable Valve Mechanism

[0056] The variable valve mechanism 5 is substantially
made up of an electric actuator 5A and a valve mecha-
nism main body 5B.
[0057] The valve mechanism main body 5B is substan-
tially made up of a rocker shaft 51, a control shaft 52,
and a valve lift mechanism 53. The valve lift mechanism
53 is provided separately for each cylinder 21.
[0058] The rocker shaft 51 is disposed in the cylinder
head 3, extending in the directions of arrangement of the
cylinders (the directions of arrows F, R). Furthermore,
the rocker shaft 51 is secured so as to be neither rotatable
nor movable in the directions of an axis. Incidentally, the
arrow F indicates the direction away from the electric
actuator 5A, and the arrow R indicates the direction to-
ward the electric actuator 5A.
[0059] Within the rocker shaft 51, the control shaft 52
is disposed so as to be movable in the directions of the
axis. On the rocker shaft 51, the valve lift mechanisms
53 are provided at positions corresponding to the indi-
vidual cylinders 21. That is, all the valve lift mechanisms
53 are supported by the single common rocker shaft 51.
[0060] The control shaft 52 is connected to the electric
actuator 5A. The electric actuator 5A is substantially
made up of an electric motor 5A1 and a motion conver-
sion mechanism 5A2. The electric motor 5A1 runs on
electric power supplied from the battery 12. The motion
conversion mechanism 5A2 converts the rotary motion
of the electric motor 5A1 into linear motion, and transfers
it to the control shaft 52. That is, in the variable valve
mechanism 5, the control shaft 52 is actuated by the elec-
tric motor 5A1 of the electric actuator 5A.
[0061] The electronic control apparatus 9 changes the
valve duration INCAM and the maximum valve lift INVL
of the intake valve 33 by displacing the control shaft 52
in the directions of the axis through control of the electric
actuator 5A. As the control shaft 52 is displaced in the
direction of the arrow F, the valve duration INCAM and
the maximum valve lift INVL of the intake valve 33 change
in the increasing direction. Conversely, as the control
shaft 52 is displaced in the direction of the arrow R, the
valve duration INCAM and the maximum valve lift INVL
of the intake valve 33 change in the decreasing direction.
Incidentally, the relationship between the direction of dis-
placement of the control shaft 52 and the direction of
change of the valve duration INCAM and the maximum
valve lift INVL may be set opposite to the aforementioned
relationship.

[2] Structure of Valve Mechanism Main Body

[0062] The valve lift mechanism 53 is substantially
made up of the slider gear 6, an input gear 7, and output
gears 8.

9 10 
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[0063] The slider gear 6 is provided on the rocker shaft
51. Furthermore, the slider gear 6 is movable on the rock-
er shaft 51 in the directions of the axis in association with
the control shaft 52.
[0064] The slider gear 6, the input gear 7 and the output
gears 8 are interconnected by helical splines. Specifical-
ly, the input gear 7 and the output gears 8 are fitted to
the slider gear 6 in such a fashion that the side surfaces
of the gears 7, 8 which face each other are in contact
with each other.

[3] Structure of Slider Gear

[0065] The slider gear 6 has a slider gear input spline
61 and slider gear output splines 62.
[0066] The slider gear input spline 61 is provided at a
center of the slider gear 6 in the directions of the axis.
Furthermore, the slider gear input spline 61 is formed so
as to mesh with a helical spline of the input gear 7 (input
gear spline 71).
[0067] The slider gear output splines 62 are provided
on two opposite sides of the slider gear input spline 61.
Furthermore, the slider gear output splines 62 are formed
so as to mesh with helical splines of the output gears 8
(output gear splines 81), respectively.
[0068] The slider gear input spline 61 and each slider
gear output spline 62 are formed so that their spline tilt
directions are opposite. Furthermore, the outside diam-
eter of each slider gear output spline 62 is set smaller
than the diameter of the groove portions of the slider gear
input spline 61.
[0069] A shaft insert hole 63 extending in the directions
of the axis is formed within the slider gear 6. Furthermore,
inside the slider gear input spline 61, a pin groove 64 is
formed extending in the circumferential direction.
[0070] The slider gear 6 has a pin insert hole 61H that
allows a connect pin 54 to be inserted into an internal
space. The pin insert hole 61H is formed as a through
hole that penetrates the slider gear input spline 61 from
its outer peripheral surface to the pin groove 64. The
connect pin 54 is attached to the slider gear 6 for the
purpose of associated movements of the slider gear 6
and the control shaft 52.

[4] Structure of Input Gear

[0071] The input gear 7 is substantially made up of an
input gear housing 72 that is a main body of the input
gear 7. Inside the input gear housing 72, a space is
formed extending in the directions of the axis of the rocker
shaft 51. An inner periphery of the input gear housing 72
has a helical spline (input gear spline 71) that meshes
with the slider gear input spline 61 of the slider gear 6.
[0072] An outer peripheral surface of the input gear
housing 72 is provided with an input arm 73 that contacts
the cam 34C of the intake camshaft 34. The input arm
73 is substantially made up of a pair of support arms 73L,
73R, a shaft 73A, and a roller 73B

[0073] The aforementioned component elements of
the input arm 73 are constructed as follows:

• The support arms 73L, 73R are protruded in a radial
direction from the outer periphery of the input gear
housing 72. In addition, the support arms 73L, 73R
are formed so as to be parallel to each other.

• The shaft 73A is provided between the support arm
73L and the support arm 73R so as to be parallel to
the axis of the rocker shaft 51.

• The roller 73B is fitted to the shaft 73A so as to be
rotatable.

[5] Structure of Output Gear

[0074] Each output gear 8 is substantially made up of
an output gear housing 82 that is a main body thereof.
[0075] Inside the output gear housing 82, a space is
formed extending in the directions of the axis of the rocker
shaft 51. An inner periphery of the output gear housing
82 has a helical spline (output gear spline 81) that mesh-
es with the slider gear output spline 62 of the slider gear
6. Incidentally, the spline tilt direction of the output gear
spline 81 is opposite to the spline tilt direction of the input
gear spline 71.
[0076] The outer periphery of a circular base portion
(base portion 82A) of the output gear housing 82 has an
output arm 83 that is protruded outward in a radial direc-
tion. A side of the output arm 83 has a cam surface 83A
that is curved in a concave manner.

[6] Structures of Rocker Shaft and Control Shaft

[0077] FIG. 8 shows structures of the rocker shaft 51
and the control shaft 52 in a perspective view.
[0078] The control shaft 52 has a pin insert hole 52H
that is formed at each site where a valve lift mechanism
53 is disposed. That is, in this embodiment, the control
shaft 52 has four pin insert holes 52H.
[0079] A connect pin 54 is fitted into each pin insert
hole 52H, for the purpose of associated movements of
the control shaft 52 and the slider gear 6 in the directions
of the axis.
[0080] The rocker shaft 51 has pin slide holes 51H at
sites that correspond to the pin insert holes 52H of the
control shaft 52. Each pin slide hole 51H is formed as an
elongated hole that extends in the directions of the axis
so as to permit the connect pin 54 to be moved relative
to the rocker shaft 51.
[0081] A bush 55 is attached to the connect pin 54.
[0082] The bush 55 is formed so that surfaces thereof
(support end surfaces 55F) generally orthogonal to the
directions of the axis of the control shaft 52 come into
surface contact with the pin groove 64 of the slider gear
6. Furthermore, the bush 55 has a pin insert hole 55H
into which the connect pin 54 is fitted.
[0083] The length of the bush 55 in the directions of
the axis of the control shaft 52 is set substantially equal
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to the width of the pin groove 64 of the slider gear 6.
Therefore, the bush 55 fitted to the connect pin 54 fixes
the relative positions of the control shaft 52 and the slider
gear 6 in the directions of the axis.

[7] Manner of Assembling Valve Mechanism Main Body

[0084] FIG. 9 shows a structure of the valve mecha-
nism main body 5B in an exploded perspective view.
[0085] The various members of the valve mechanism
main body 5B can be assembled in the following proce-
dure:

• The control shaft 52 is inserted into the rocker shaft
51.

• The bush 55 is disposed in the pin groove 64 of the
slider gear 6.

• The rocker shaft 51 is inserted into the slider gear 6.
• The connect pin 54 is planted to the control shaft 52

by inserting it through the slider gear 6, the bush 55,
and the rocker shaft 51.

[8] Internal Structure of Valve Lift Mechanism

[0086] FIG. 10 shows an internal structure of the valve
lift mechanism 53.
[0087] The connect pin 54 is disposed relative to the
pin groove 64 in such a fashion that a distal end of the
connect pin 54 is not in contact with the inner peripheral
surface of the slider gear 6. The bush 55 is disposed in
the pin groove 64 in such a fashion that the support end
surfaces 55F of the bush 55 are in surface contact with
the slider gear 6.
[0088] Therefore, as the control shaft 52 is moved in
a direction of the axis, the slider gear 6 moves by the
same amount of movement and in the same direction of
the axis as the control shaft 2. That is, the slider gear 6
moves in the directions of the axis in association with the
control shaft 52. At the time of such a movement, the
force that acts in either direction of the axis is received
by the entire contact surfaces of the bush 55 and the pin
groove 64, so that the movement of the slider gear 6 via
the connect pin 54 can be stably conducted.
[0089] The connect pin 54 and the bush 55 are dis-
posed with respect to the pin groove 64 so as to be mov-
able relative to the slider gear 6. Therefore, as torque of
the intake camshaft 34 is transferred to the input gear 7,
the slider gear 6 oscillates about the rocker shaft 51. That
is, the pin groove 64 moves in a circumferential direction
relative to the connect pin 54 and the bush 55. Since the
support end surfaces 55F of the bush 55 and the pin
groove 64 slide on each other while remaining in surface
contact with each other, the relative movement thereof
stably occurs.

[9] Manners of Changing Valve Duration and Maximum 
Valve Lift

[0090] In the variable valve mechanism 5, if the relative
positions of the slider gear 6, the input gear 7, and the
output gears 8 in the directions of the axis are changed
by moving the control shaft 52 in the directions of the
axis, the input gear 7 and each output gear 8 receive
torsions in directions opposite to each other.
[0091] Therefore, the input gear 7 and each output
gear 8 rotate relatively to each other, changing the rela-
tive phase difference between the input gear 7 (input arm
73) and each output gear 8 (output arm 83). It is to be
noted herein that in the variable valve mechanism 5,
since all the slider gears 6 are secured to the signal com-
mon control shaft 52, the relative phase difference is
changed simultaneously in all the valve lift mechanisms
53 by moving the control shaft 52.
[0092] The valve duration INCAM and the maximum
valve lift INVL of the intake valve 33 change through the
changing of the relative phase difference as follows:

(a) As the relative phase difference decreases, that
is, as the input arm 73 and each output arm 83 ap-
proach each other in the circumferential direction,
the valve duration INCAM and the maximum valve
lift INVL of the intake valve 33 decrease.
(b) As the relative phase difference increases, that
is, as the input arm 73 and each output arm 83 move
away from each other in the circumferential direction,
the valve duration INCAM and the maximum valve
lift INVL of the intake valve 33 increase.

[10] Valve Lift Structure of Engine

[0093] FIG. 11 shows structures around the variable
valve mechanism 5 in the cylinder head 3.
[0094] In the cylinder head 3, an intake roller rocker
arm 43 is disposed above the intake valve 33. Further-
more, the valve lift mechanism 53 of the variable valve
mechanism 5 is disposed between the intake camshaft
34 and the intake roller rocker arm 43.
[0095] An end portion of the intake roller rocker arm
43 is supported by a lash adjuster 44. Another end portion
thereof is in contact with a stem end of the intake valve 33.
[0096] The intake roller rocker arm 43 is urged toward
the side of the variable valve mechanism 5 by a valve
spring 45 of the intake valve 33. A roller 43R is kept in
constant contact with the output gear 8 of the valve lift
mechanism 53.
[0097] The roller 73B of the input gear 7 is urged toward
the side of the intake camshaft 34 by a spring that is
disposed in the cylinder head 3 in a compressed state.
Therefore, the roller 73B is kept in constant contact with
the cam 34C of the intake camshaft 34.
[0098] In each output gear 8, either the base portion
82A of the housing 82 or the cam surface 83A of the
output arm 83 is in constant contact with the roller 43R
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of the intake roller rocker arm 43.
[0099] In the engine 1, each input gear 7 is pushed as
the intake camshaft 34 is rotated. As torque of the intake
camshaft 34 is transferred to the output gears 8 via each
input gear 7 and each slider gear 6, the output gears 8
oscillate. As the output gears 8 oscillate, the intake roller
rocker arms 43 are pushed, thus lifting the intake valves
33 in the valve opening direction.
[0100] In the engine 1, the amount of depression of
each intake roller rocker arm 43 (amount of movement
thereof from the fully closed valve position to the fully
open valve position) accomplished by the corresponding
output gear 8 changes in accordance with the relative
phase difference between the output arm 83 and the input
arm 73, and the valve duration INCAM and the maximum
valve lift INVL of the intake valve 33 correspondingly
change.

<Control Manner of Variable Valve Mechanism>

[0101] With reference to FIG. 12, drive modes of the
variable valve mechanism 5 from which an appropriate
mode is selected by the electronic control apparatus 9
will be described.

[1] "Manner of Selecting Drive Mode"

[0102] The electronic control apparatus 9 basically se-
lects one of the drive modes of the variable valve mech-
anism 5 in the following manners (a) and (b):

(a) When driving the variable valve mechanism 5
during a state where the ignition signal IG is on (state
where the ignition signal IG is input to the electronic
control apparatus 9), the electronic control appara-
tus 9 selects one of a "first mode", a "second mode",
a "third mode" and a "fourth mode" as a drive mode
of the variable valve mechanism 5.
(b) When driving the variable valve mechanism 5
during a state where the ignition signal IG is off (state
where the ignition signal IG is not input to the elec-
tronic control apparatus 9), the electronic control ap-
paratus 9 selects one of a "fifth mode" and a "sixth
mode" as a drive mode of the variable valve mech-
anism 5.

[2] "Variable Valve Mechanism Driving Process"

[0103] The electronic control apparatus 9 switches
among the drive modes through a "variable valve mech-
anism driving process". The variable valve mechanism
driving process includes processes (a) to (f).

(a) "first variable valve mechanism driving process"
(FIGS. 14 and 15)
(b) "second variable valve mechanism driving proc-
ess" (FIGS. 17 and 18)
(c) "third variable valve mechanism driving process"

(FIGS. 22 and 23)
(d) "fourth variable valve mechanism driving proc-
ess" (FIGS. 25 and 26)
(e) "fifth variable valve mechanism driving process"
(FIG. 29)
(f) "sixth variable valve mechanism driving process"
(FIG. 32)

[3] "Manner of Executing Variable Valve Mechanism 
Driving Process"

[0104] The electronic control apparatus 9 executes the
variable valve mechanism driving process in the following
manners (a) to (c). Incidentally, in the vehicle of this em-
bodiment, the driving of the electronic control apparatus
9 continues regardless of which one of the positions
"OFF", "ACC", "ON" and "START" the ignition switch 97
is in.

(a) The "first variable valve mechanism driving proc-
ess" begins when the driving of the electronic control
apparatus 9 begins.
(b) After beginning the "first variable valve mecha-
nism driving process", the electronic control appara-
tus 9 executes an appropriate variable valve mech-
anism driving process, following the flow of each
process.
(c) If the "sixth variable valve mechanism driving
process" does not begin at the end of the "fifth var-
iable valve mechanism driving process", or if the
"fourth variable valve mechanism driving process"
does not begin at the end of the "sixth variable valve
mechanism driving process", the electronic control
apparatus 9 begins the "first variable valve mecha-
nism driving process" again.

[4] "Relationship between Drive Mode and Variable Valve 
Mechanism Driving Process"

[0105] The relationship between the drive modes of
the variable valve mechanism 5 and the variable valve
mechanism driving processes are indicated below.

(a) If the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism
5 has been set to the "first mode", the "first variable
valve mechanism driving process" (FIGS. 14 and 15)
is executed. Furthermore, control of the electric ac-
tuator 5A is performed through a "first actuator driv-
ing process" (FIG. 16) that is executed as a part of
the "first variable valve mechanism driving process".
(b) If the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism
5 has been set to the "second mode", the "second
variable valve mechanism driving process" (FIGS.
17 and 18) is executed. Furthermore, control of the
electric actuator 5A is performed through a "second
actuator driving process" (FIGS. 19 to 21) that is ex-
ecuted as a part of the "second variable valve mech-
anism driving process".
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(c) If the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism
5 has been set to the "third mode", the "third variable
valve mechanism driving process" (FIGS. 22 and 23)
is executed. Furthermore, control of the electric ac-
tuator 5A is performed through a "third actuator driv-
ing process" (FIG. 24) that is executed as a part of
the "third variable valve mechanism driving process".
(d) If the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism
5 has been set to the "fourth mode", the fourth var-
iable valve mechanism driving process" (FIGS. 25
and 26) is executed. Furthermore, control of the elec-
tric actuator 5A is performed through a "fourth actu-
ator driving process" (FIGS. 27 and 28) that is exe-
cuted as a part of the fourth variable valve mecha-
nism driving process".
(e) If the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism
5 has been set to the "fifth mode", the "fifth variable
valve mechanism driving process" (FIG. 29) is exe-
cuted. Furthermore, control of the electric actuator
5A is performed through a "fifth actuator driving proc-
ess" (FIGS. 30 and 31) that is executed as a part of
the fifth variable valve mechanism driving process".
(f) If the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism
5 has been set to the "sixth mode", the sixth variable
valve mechanism driving process" (FIG. 32) is exe-
cuted. Furthermore, control of the electric actuator
5A is performed through a "sixth actuator driving
process" (FIG. 33) that is executed as a part of
the "sixth variable valve mechanism driving proc-
ess".

[5] "Manner of Switching Drive Mode"

[0106] The electronic control apparatus 9 basically
switches the drive mode in the following manners (a) to
(h). It is to be noted herein that the following description
sets forth only representative conditions for the switching.

(a) If it is detected that the ignition switch 97 is
switched from the "OFF" (or "ACC") position to the
"ON" position while the variable valve mechanism 5
has been stopped, the electronic control apparatus
9 switches the drive mode of the variable valve mech-
anism 5 to the "first mode".
(b) If it is detected that the engine 1 is started up
while the "first mode" has been selected as the drive
mode of the variable valve mechanism 5, the elec-
tronic control apparatus 9 switches the drive mode
of the variable valve mechanism 5 from the "first
mode" to the "second mode".
(c) If it is detected that the warm-up of the variable
valve mechanism 5 is completed while the "second
mode" has been selected as the drive mode of the
variable valve mechanism 5, the electronic control
apparatus 9 switches the drive mode of the variable
valve mechanism 5 from the "second mode" to the
"third mode".
(d) If it is detected that the engine has stalled while

the "second mode" or the "third mode" has been se-
lected as the drive mode of the variable valve mech-
anism 5, the electronic control apparatus 9 switches
the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism 5
from the "second mode" or the "third mode" to the
"fourth mode".
(e) If it is detected that the engine 1 is started while
the "fourth mode" has been selected as the drive
mode of the variable valve mechanism 5, the elec-
tronic control apparatus 9 switches the drive mode
of the variable valve mechanism 5 from the "fourth
mode" to the drive mode selected before occurrence
of the engine stall (i.e., to the "second mode" or the
"third mode").
(f) If it is detected that the stop duration of the engine
1 exceeds a predetermined duration while the "fourth
mode" has been selected as the drive mode of the
variable valve mechanism 5, the electronic control
apparatus 9 switches the drive mode of the variable
valve mechanism 5 from the "fourth mode" to the
"first mode".
(g) If it is detected that the ignition switch 97 has
been switched to the "OFF" (or "ACC") position while
any one of the "first mode", the "second mode", the
"third mode", and the "fourth mode" has been select-
ed as the drive mode of the variable valve mecha-
nism 5, the electronic control apparatus 9 switches
the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism 5
from the selected one of the first to fourth modes to
the "fifth mode".
(h) If it is detected that the startup of the engine 1
has not been completed throughout the time from
the switching of the ignition switch 97 to the "ON"
position till the switching thereof to the "OFF" position
while the fifth mode" has been selected as the drive
mode of the variable valve mechanism 5, the elec-
tronic control apparatus 9 switches the drive mode
of the variable valve mechanism 5 from the "fifth
mode" to the "sixth mode".

<Manner of Controlling Electric Actuator>

[0107] The manner in which the electronic control ap-
paratus 9 controls the electric actuator 5A will be roughly
described.
[0108] During engine operation, the electronic control
apparatus 9 monitors the valve duration INCAM. If the
valve duration INCAM adjusted by the control (the mon-
itored valve duration INCAMmnt) differs from a target
valve duration INCAM (target valve duration INCAMtrg),
the electronic control apparatus 9 controls the electric
actuator 5A so that the monitored valve duration INCAM-
mnt becomes equal to the target valve duration INCAM-
trg.
[0109] The monitored valve duration INCAMmnt can
be computed, for example, in the following fashion.

(1) The present position of the control shaft 52 is
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determined on the basis of the amount of control of
the electric actuator 5A (the electric motor 5A1).
(2) The monitored valve duration INCAMmnt is com-
puted by applying the position of the control shaft 52
determined in step (1) to a map in which a relation-
ship between the position of the control shaft 52 and
the valve duration INCAM is pre-set.

[0110] The state of drive of the electric actuator 5A
switches to one of the following states (a) to (c) via the
electronic control apparatus 9. Incidentally, the "standby
state" described below corresponds to a state where the
electric actuator 5A is stopped. Furthermore, the "varia-
ble state" and the "holding state" correspond to states
where the electric actuator 5A is being driven.

(a) "standby state": a state where electric power is
not supplied from the battery 12.
(b) "variable state": a state where the position of the
control shaft 52 is changed through the use of the
electric power supplied from the battery 12.
(c) "holding state": a state where the position of the
control shaft 52 is maintained through the use of the
electric power supplied from the battery 12.

[0111] The electric actuator 5A has a built-in lock
mechanism that mechanically fixes the position of the
control shaft 52. In this embodiment, when the state of
drive of the electric actuator 5A switches from the "vari-
able state" or the "holding state" to the "standby state",
the position of the control shaft 52 (valve duration INCAM)
is fixed via the lock mechanism. Furthermore, when the
state of drive of the electric actuator 5A switches from
the "standby state" to the "variable state" or the "holding
state", the position of the control shaft 52 is no longer
fixed by the lock mechanism.
[0112] The electronic control apparatus 9 switches the
state of drive of the electric actuator 5A basically in the
following manner.

(a) If the monitored valve duration INCAMmnt differs
from the target valve duration INCAMtrg, the elec-
tronic control apparatus 9 sets the state of drive of
the electric actuator 5A to the "variable state" to
change the valve duration INCAM.
(b) When the monitored valve duration INCAMmnt
becomes equal to the target valve duration INCAM-
trg, the electronic control apparatus 9 sets the state
of drive of the electric actuator 5A to the "holding
state" to maintain the existing magnitude of the valve
duration INCAM.

<Adjustment of Intake Flow Amount>

[0113] In the engine 1, it is possible to improve the fuel
economy in a low-load operation state and improve the
output in a high-load operation state by adjusting the in-
take flow amount GA by changing the valve duration IN-

CAM via the variable valve mechanism 5. However, dur-
ing a state where the variable valve mechanism 5 is not
sufficiently warmed up (a state where the friction of the
control shaft 52 and the like is large), the load on the
electric actuator 5A tends to become excessively large
when the valve duration INCAM is changed.
[0114] Therefore, under such circumstances, the in-
take flow amount GA may be adjusted in the engine 1 in
the following fashion.

(a) If the variable valve mechanism 5 has not been
completely warmed up (i.e., if the drive mode of the
variable valve mechanism 5 has been set to the "sec-
ond mode"), the intake flow amount GA is adjusted
by changing the throttle opening degree THR. That
is, the throttle opening degree THR is controlled so
that the intake flow amount measured value GAM
converges to a target value of the intake flow amount
GA (target intake flow amount GAtrg). Incidentally,
the target intake flow amount GAtrg can be comput-
ed on the basis of the accelerator operation amount
ACP, the engine speed NE, etc.
(b) If variable valve mechanism 5 has been warmed
up (i.e., if the drive mode of the variable valve mech-
anism 5 has been set to the "third mode"), the intake
flow amount GA is adjusted by changing the valve
duration INCAM via the variable valve mechanism
5. That is, the variable valve mechanism 5 is con-
trolled so that the intake flow amount measured val-
ue GAM converges to the target intake flow amount
GAtrg. Incidentally, in such an occasion, the throttle
opening degree THR is kept at a relatively great de-
gree of opening. Then, if there is a request from an-
other control that is being executed by the electronic
control apparatus 9 (e.g., a request for adjustment
of the negative pressure in the intake pipe 31), the
throttle opening degree THR is changed in accord-
ance with the request.

<Engine Starting Process>

[0115] Prior to the description of the "variable valve
mechanism driving process", an "engine starting proc-
ess" for starting the engine 1 will be described.
[0116] FIG. 13 shows a processing procedure of the
"engine starting process".
[0117] This process is performed via the electronic
control apparatus 9. Furthermore, the process begins on
the condition that the ignition signal IG switches from the
off state to the on state.
[0118] Step S10: It is determined whether the starter
signal STA has switched from the off state to the on state.

• If the signal has switched from the off state to the on
state, the process of step S12 is performed.

• If the signal has not switched from the off state to
the on state, the process of step S10 is performed
again.
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[0119] Step S12: The driving of the starter motor 11
begins.
[0120] Step S14: A fuel injection control and an ignition
control may be executed on the basis of the completion
of cylinder discrimination.
[0121] Step S20: It is determined whether the engine
1 has shifted from an initial combustion state to a com-
plete combustion state. In the process of step S20, it is
determined that the engine 1 has shifted from the initial
combustion state to the complete combustion state
based on the measured engine speed value NEM being
greater than or equal to a threshold value. In this speci-
fication, initial combustion state refers to a state where
the combustion of the air-fuel mixture is occurring, but
the self-sustaining operation (a state where the rotation
of the crankshaft 26 continues without the need for torque
assistance from the starter motor 11) of the engine 1
cannot be carried out. The complete combustion state
refers to a state where the self-sustaining operation of
the engine 1 can be carried out. If the engine 1 has shifted
to the complete combustion state, the process of step
S22 is performed. If the engine 1 has not shifted to the
complete combustion state, the process of step S20 is
performed again.
[0122] Step S22: The starter motor 11 stops. StepS24:
A start completion flag eST indicating completion of the
starting of the engine 1 is set to an on state.
[0123] Thus, in the "engine starting process", when the
starter signal STA turns on, the driving of the starter motor
11 begins, that is the starting of the engine 1 begins.
Then, when the engine 1 has shifted to the complete
combustion state, the driving of the starter motor 11
stops. That is, the starting of the engine 1 is completed.

<First Variable Valve Mechanism Driving Process>

[0124] With reference to FIGS. 14 and 15, the first var-
iable valve mechanism driving process" will be de-
scribed. Step S110: It is determined whether the ignition
signal IG has switched from the off state to the on state.
If the signal has switched from the off state to the on
state, the process of step S112 is performed. If the signal
has not switched from the off state to the on state, the
process of step S110 is performed again.
[0125] Step S112: The "first actuator driving process"
(FIG. 16) begins. Incidentally, the "first actuator driving
process" will be described in detail later. Step S120: It is
determined whether the ignition signal IG has switched
from the on state to the off state. If the signal has switched
from the on state to the off state, the process of step S122
(FIG. 15) is performed. If the signal has not switched from
the on state to the off state, the process of step S130 is
performed.
[0126] Step S122: The presently executed driving
process of the electric actuator 5A, that is, the "first ac-
tuator driving process", ceases. Step S124: The "fifth var-
iable valve mechanism driving process" (FIG. 29) begins
and the "first variable valve mechanism driving process"

ends. That is, the drive mode of the variable valve mech-
anism 5 switches from the "first mode" to the "fifth mode".
[0127] Step S130: It is determined whether the "first
actuator driving process" has ended. If the driving proc-
ess has ended, the process of step S132 is performed.
If this driving process has not ended, the process of step
S120 is performed again.
[0128] Step S132: The "second variable valve mech-
anism driving process" (FIG. 17) begins, and the first var-
iable valve mechanism driving process" ends. That is,
the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism 5 switch-
es from the "first mode" to the "second mode".

<First Actuator Driving Process>

[0129] With reference to FIG. 16, the "first actuator driv-
ing process" will be described. Step T102: The state of
drive of the electric actuator 5A is set to the "standby
state". That is, the switching of the state of drive of the
electric actuator 5A to either the "variable state" or the
"holding state" is prohibited.
[0130] Step T110: It is determined whether the driving
duration of the starter motor 11 (the elapsed time follow-
ing the beginning of the driving of the starter motor 11
(motor driving duration TM)) is greater than or equal to
a mask duration TMX.
[0131] The mask duration TMX is a pre-set value for
detecting a state where the voltage of the battery 12 (bat-
tery voltage BV) is excessively reduced, for example,
when initially driving the starter motor 11.
[0132] The electronic control apparatus 9 determines
the state of the battery 12 through the process of step
T110.

(a) If the motor driving duration TM is less than the
mask duration TMX, the electronic control apparatus
9 determines that the battery voltage BV has fallen
excessively due to the driving of the starter motor
11. The electronic control apparatus 9 repeats the
process of step T110 if it determines that the battery
voltage BV has fallen excessively.
(b) If the motor driving duration TM is greater than
or equal to the mask duration TMX, the electronic
control apparatus 9 determines that the battery 12
has recovered from the state where the battery volt-
age BV is an excessively reduced level due to the
driving of the starter motor 11. If this determination
result is obtained, the electronic control apparatus 9
ends the "first actuator driving process".

[0133] Thus, in the "first actuator driving process", the
process of step T110 is repeatedly performed throughout
the time from the switching of the ignition switch 97 to
the "ON" position until the motor driving duration TM be-
comes greater than or equal to the mask duration TMX.
That is, the "standby state" of the electric actuator 5A is
continued.
[0134] It is relatively quiet in the cabin of the vehicle
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from when a driver and other occupants enter the cabin
until the engine 1 is first started. Therefore, if in such a
situation the variable valve mechanism 5 (the electric ac-
tuator 5A) is driven, it is conceivable that the driver and/or
the other occupants of the vehicle may be annoyed by
the operating noise of the variable valve mechanism 5
(the electric actuator 5A).
[0135] Therefore, in the "first actuator driving process",
at least until the startup of the engine 1 begins, the state
of drive of the electric actuator 5A is set at the "standby
state", so as to reduce the likelihood where the driver
and/or the other occupants of the vehicle may be an-
noyed. Furthermore, until the motor driving duration TM
becomes greater than or equal to the mask duration TMX,
the state of drive of the electric actuator 5A is set at the
"standby state", so as to reduce the likelihood that the
engine 1 will fail to start, due to, for example, reduced
battery voltage BV.

<Second Variable Valve Mechanism Driving Process>

[0136] With reference to FIGS. 17 and 18, the "second
variable valve mechanism driving process" will be de-
scribed. Step S202: The "second actuator driving proc-
ess" (FIG. 19) begins. Incidentally, the "second actuator
driving process" will be described in detail later.
[0137] Step S210: It is determined whether an engine
stall has occurred. If an engine stall has occurred, the
process of step S212 (FIG. 18) is performed. If an engine
stall has not occurred, the process of step S220 is per-
formed.
[0138] Step S212: The presently executed driving
process of the electric actuator 5A, that is, the "second
actuator driving process", ceases. Step S214: The "fourth
variable valve mechanism driving process" (FIG. 25) be-
gins, and the "second variable valve mechanism driving
process" ends. That is, the drive mode of the variable
valve mechanism 5 switches from the "second mode" to
the "fourth mode".
[0139] Step S220: It is determined whether the ignition
signal IG has switched from the on state to the off state.
If the signal has switched from the on state to the off
state, the process of step S222 (FIG. 18) is performed.
If the signal has not switched from the on state to the off
state, the process of step S230 is performed.
[0140] Step S222: The presently executed driving
process of the electric actuator 5A, that is, the "second
actuator driving process", ceases. Step S224: The "fifth
variable valve mechanism driving process" (FIG. 29) be-
gins, and the "second variable valve mechanism driving
process" ends. That is, the drive mode of the variable
valve mechanism 5 switches from the "second mode" to
the "fifth mode".
[0141] Step S230: It is determined whether the "sec-
ond actuator driving process" has ended. If this driving
process has ended, the process of step S232 is per-
formed. If the driving process has not ended, the process
of step S210 is performed.

[0142] Step S232: The "third variable valve mecha-
nism driving process" (FIG. 22) begins, and the "second
variable valve mechanism driving process" ends. That
is, the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism 5
switches from the "second mode" to the "third mode".

<Second Actuator Driving Process>

[0143] With reference to FIGS. 19 to 21, the "second
actuator driving process" will be described. Step T210:
It is determined whether the measured intake tempera-
ture THAM is greater than or equal to a reference intake
temperature THAX.
[0144] The throttle valve 39 does not function as an
intake throttle immediately after the engine 1 has been
started up. Therefore, for a brief time after the engine is
started (a time until the elapsed time from the beginning
of the startup of the engine 1 (post-startup duration TE)
reaches the reference post-startup duration TEX), large
amounts of air flow into the combustion chamber 24.
Therefore, immediately after the engine 1 is started, the
actual compression ratio exceeds a compression ratio
that corresponds to the throttle opening degree THR. Be-
sides, the actual compression ratio increases with in-
creases in the intake temperature THA. Therefore, if the
engine 1 is started up when the intake temperature THA
is relatively high, there is an increased likelihood that
knocking will occur until the post-startup duration TE
reaches the reference post-startup duration TEX.
[0145] Therefore, in the process of step T210, it is de-
termined whether the intake temperature THA is within
a range that causes knocking, by comparing the intake
temperature measured value THAM and the reference
intake temperature THAX. Incidentally, the reference in-
take temperature THAX may be empirically determined.
[0146] Through the determination process of step
T210, the electronic control apparatus 9 makes a deter-
mination regarding the knocking immediately after the
startup of the engine 1, as follows.

(a) If the intake temperature measured value THAM
is greater than or equal to the reference intake tem-
perature THAX, the electronic control apparatus 9
determines that there is a risk of causing the occur-
rence of knocking due to excessive increase in the
actual compression ratio. If this determination result
is obtained, the process of step T212 is performed.
(b) If the intake temperature measured value THAM
is less than the reference intake temperature THAX,
the electronic control apparatus 9 determines that
there is no risk of causing knocking. If this determi-
nation result is obtained, the process of step T232
(FIG. 20) is performed.

[0147] Step T212: A first valve duration INCAMfst is
set as a target valve duration INCAMtrg. The first valve
duration INCAMfst refers to a valve duration INCAM that
involves a closure timing of the intake valve 33 which is
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apart from the bottom dead center or its vicinity.
[0148] It is to be noted that when the closure timing of
the intake valve 33 is set at or near the bottom dead
center, the actual compression ratio is greater than when
the closure timing of the intake valve 33 is set otherwise.
Therefore, by setting the valve duration INCAM at the
first valve duration INCAMfst, it becomes possible to ob-
tain an actual compression ratio that is relatively small in
view of the relationship between the actual compression
ratio and the valve duration INCAM.
[0149] Step T214: The state of drive of the electric ac-
tuator 5A is set to the "variable state". Then, the electric
actuator 5A is controlled so that the valve duration INCAM
becomes equal to the first valve duration INCAMfst.
[0150] Step T220: It is determined whether the moni-
tored valve duration INCAMmnt is equal to the target
valve duration INCAMtrg (the first valve duration IN-
CAMfst). If the monitored valve duration INCAMmnt is
equal to the first valve duration INCAMfst, the process
of step T222 is performed. If the monitored valve duration
INCAMmnt is not equal to the first valve duration IN-
CAMfst, the process of step T220 is performed again.
That is, the "variable state" of the electric actuator 5A is
continued until the monitored valve duration INCAMmnt
is equal to the first valve duration INCAMfst.
[0151] Step T222: The state of drive of the electric ac-
tuator 5A switches from the "variable state" to the "holding
state". Therefore, the state where the valve duration IN-
CAM is set at the first valve duration INCAMfst is main-
tained.
[0152] Step T230: It is determined whether the elapsed
time following the beginning of startup of the engine 1
(post-startup duration TE) is greater than or equal to the
reference post-start duration TEX. Through the determi-
nation process of step T230, the electronic control appa-
ratus 9 makes a determination regarding the size of the
valve duration INCAM, as follows.

(a) If the post-start duration TE is greater than or
equal to the reference post-start duration TEX, the
throttle valve 39 properly functions; therefore, it is
determined that the occurrence of knocking can be
substantially prevented even if the valve duration IN-
CAM is set at an angle that is other than the first
valve duration INCAMfst. If this determination result
is obtained, the process of step T232 is performed.
(b) If the post-start duration TE is less than the ref-
erence post-start duration TEX, the throttle valve 39
does not properly function; therefore, it is determined
that it is necessary to set the valve duration INCAM
at the first valve duration INCAMfst. If this determi-
nation result is obtained, the process of step T230
is performed again.

[0153] Step T232: A second valve duration INCAMscd
is set as a target valve duration INCAMtrg. The second
valve duration INCAMscd corresponds to a valve dura-
tion INCAM that optimizes the intake efficiency.

[0154] In the process of step T232, a second valve
duration INCAMscd appropriate for the present engine
speed NE is computed by applying the measured engine
speed value NEM to a map in which the relationship be-
tween the engine speed NE and the second valve dura-
tion INCAMscd is pre-set.
[0155] Step T234: The state of drive of the electric ac-
tuator 5A is set to the "variable state". Then, the electric
actuator 5A is controlled so that the valve duration INCAM
becomes equal to the second valve duration INCAMscd.
[0156] Step T240: It is determined whether the moni-
tored valve duration INCAMmnt is equal to the target
valve duration INCAMtrg (the second valve duration IN-
CAMscd). If the monitored valve duration INCAMmnt is
equal to the second valve duration INCAMscd, the proc-
ess of step T242 is performed. If the monitored valve
duration INCAMmnt is not equal to the second valve du-
ration INCAMscd, the process of step T240 is performed
again. That is, the "variable state" of the electric actuator
5A continues until the monitored valve duration INCAM-
mnt is equal to the second valve duration INCAMscd.
[0157] Step T242: The state of drive of the electric ac-
tuator 5A switches from the "variable state" to the "holding
state". Therefore, the state where the valve duration IN-
CAM is set at the second valve duration INCAMscd is
maintained.
[0158] Step T250: It is determined whether the warm-
up of the variable valve mechanism 5 has been complet-
ed. In the process of step T250, the coolant temperature
THW is adopted as an index value of the variable valve
mechanism 5, and it is determined whether the warm-up
of the variable valve mechanism 5 has been completed,
by comparing the measured coolant temperature THWM
with a reference coolant temperature THWX. Incidental-
ly, the reference coolant temperature THWX may be de-
termined empirically.
[0159] Through the determination process of step
T250, the electronic control apparatus 9 makes a deter-
mination regarding the state of warm-up of the variable
valve mechanism 5, as follows.

(a) If the measured coolant temperature THWM is
greater than or equal to the reference coolant tem-
perature THWX, the electronic control apparatus 9
determines that the warm-up of the variable valve
mechanism 5 has been completed. If this determi-
nation result is obtained, the process of step T260
is performed.
(b) If the measured coolant temperature THWM is
less than the reference coolant temperature THWX,
the electronic control apparatus 9 determines that
the warm-up of the variable valve mechanism 5 has
not been completed. If this determination result is
obtained, the process of step T232 is performed
again.

[0160] Step T260: It is determined whether a condition
(mode shift condition) for allowing the switching of the
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drive mode of the variable valve mechanism 5 from the
"second mode" to the "third mode" while curbing the deg-
radation of vehicle drivability has been met.
[0161] When the drive mode of the variable valve
mechanism 5 has been set to the "second mode" in the
engine 1, the adjustment of the intake airflow amount GA
is performed through control of the throttle valve 39
(change of the throttle opening degree THR). On the oth-
er hand, when the drive mode of the variable valve mech-
anism 5 has been set to the "third mode", the adjustment
of the intake airflow amount GA is performed through
control of the variable valve mechanism 5 (change of
valve duration INCAM). In either case, the throttle open-
ing degree THR and the valve duration INCAM are
changed so that the actual intake airflow amount GA be-
comes equal to the target intake airflow amount GAtrg.
[0162] At the time of a drive mode shift, however, the
control object for the adjustment of the intake airflow
amount GA changes from the throttle valve 39 to the var-
iable valve mechanism 5, so that the deviation between
the actual intake airflow amount GA and the target intake
airflow amount GAtrg may temporarily increase when the
adjustment is performed as described above. Further-
more, the degree of deviation between the actual intake
airflow amount GA and the target intake airflow amount
GAtrg tends to increase with increases in the amount of
change of the valve duration INCAM occurring at the time
of a mode shift (the difference between the actual valve
duration INCAM at the beginning of the change of the
drive mode and the target valve duration INCAMtrg).
[0163] If such an increase in the degree of deviation
between the actual intake airflow amount GA and the
target intake airflow amount Gatrg occurs, the torque of
the engine 1 sharply changes, leading to degraded ve-
hicle drivability. Incidentally, the aforementioned in-
crease in the deviation is considered to occur as the de-
gree of degradation in control precision resulting from
individual differences of the throttle valve 39,the variable
valve mechanism 5 and the like become greater during
a drive mode shift than before and after the drive mode
shift (when a drive mode is fixed).
[0164] In order to curb the degradation of vehicle driv-
ability related to a drive mode shift, the "second actuator
driving process" is designed such that if it is determined
through the process of step T260 that the mode shift con-
dition is met, the shift from the "second mode" to the "third
mode" is permitted (the "second actuator driving process"
ends).
[0165] In the process of step T260, it is determined that
the mode shift condition is met if at least one of "condition
1", "condition 2", "condition 3", and "condition 4", as de-
scribed below, are met. That is, if at least one of "condition
1", "condition 2" and "condition 3", and "condition 4" are
met, the shift from the "second mode" to the "third mode"
is permitted.
[0166] "Condition 1": The run state of the vehicle is not
a low-speed run state.
[0167] "Condition 2": The operation state of the engine

1 is a transitional operation state.
[0168] "Condition 3": The operation state of the engine
1 is a high-load operation state.
[0169] "Condition 4": The operation state of the engine
1 is not a low-load operation state.
[0170] In this embodiment, an intake rate GAP is
adopted as an index value of the load on the engine 1.
That is, the load on the engine 1 is determined through
the intake rate GAP.
[0171] The intake rate GAP refers to the ratio between
the maximum intake airflow amount GA (maximum intake
airflow amount GAmax) and the intake airflow amount
measured value GAM obtained in the engine 1. That is,
the intake rate GAP is computed as in
"GAP←GAM/GAmax". Incidentally, a value empirically
obtained beforehand may be adopted as a maximum in-
take airflow amount GAmax.
[0172] Hereinafter, reasons for switching drive modes
on the basis of the aforementioned conditions, that is,
"condition 1" to "condition 4", will be explained.

[1] Regarding "Condition 1"

[0173] When the running speed of the vehicle (vehicle
speed SPD) is relatively high, the vibrations of the engine
1 and the vehicle are also great, so that fluctuations of
torque are unlikely to be perceived by a driver or occu-
pant. Therefore, by permitting the drive mode shift from
the "second mode" to the "third mode" when the vehicle
speed SPD is in such a range (torque fluctuation permis-
sion range), the degradation of vehicle drivability result-
ing from the drive mode shift can be reduced.
[0174] In this embodiment, therefore, for the drive
mode switching, it is determined whether "condition 1" is
fulfilled (whether the vehicle speed SPD is in the torque
fluctuation permission range). Specifically, in the process
of step T260, whether "condition 1" is fulfilled may be
determined by comparing the measured vehicle speed
SPDM and a lower-limit vehicle speed SPDUL.
[0175] The lower-limit vehicle speed SPDUL corre-
sponds to the lowest vehicle speed SPD of the vehicle
speeds SPD within the torque fluctuation permission
range. That is, if the vehicle speed SPD is less than the
lower-limit vehicle speed SPDUL, the vehicle speed SPD
is not within the torque fluctuation permission range. Con-
versely, if the vehicle speed SPD is greater than or equal
to the lower-limit vehicle speed SPDUL, the vehicle
speed SPD is within the torque fluctuation permission
range. Incidentally, in this embodiment, a lower-limit ve-
hicle speed SPDUL may be determined empirically.
[0176] Through the determination process regarding
"condition 1" in step T260, the electronic control appara-
tus 9 makes a determination with regard to the drive mode
shift as follows.

(a) If the measured vehicle speed SPDM is greater
than or equal to the lower-limit vehicle speed SP-
DUL, the vibrations of the engine 1 and the vehicle
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are relatively great, and therefore the electronic con-
trol apparatus 9 determines that degradation of ve-
hicle drivability will not result even if torque fluctua-
tion is caused by the shift from the "second mode"
to the "third mode".
(b) If the measured vehicle speed SPDM is less than
the lower-limit vehicle speed SPDUL, the electronic
control apparatus 9 determines that there is a risk
that degradation of vehicle drivability may result from
torque fluctuation caused by the shift form the "sec-
ond mode" to the "third mode".

[2] Regarding "Condition 2"

[0177] When the operation state of the engine 1 is a
transitional operation state, the vibrations of the engine
1 and the vehicle are great, so that torque fluctuations
are unlikely to be perceived by a driver or other occu-
pants. Therefore, if the shift from the "second mode" to
the "third mode" is performed during the transitional op-
eration state of the engine 1, it is possible to curb the
degradation of vehicle drivability caused by the drive
mode shift.
[0178] In this embodiment, therefore, for the drive
mode switching, it is determined whether "condition 2" is
fulfilled. Specifically, in the process of step T260, whether
"condition 2" is fulfilled is determined through comparison
between the amount of change of the intake rate GAP
(intake rate change amount ΔGAP) and a reference
change amount ΔGAPX.
[0179] The reference change amount ΔGAPX corre-
sponds to the smallest intake rate change amount ΔGAP
among the intake rate change amounts ΔGAP that cause
the operation state of the engine 1 to become a transi-
tional operation state. That is, if the intake rate change
amount ΔGAP is less than the reference change amount
ΔGAPX, the operation state of the engine 1 is a steady
operation state. Conversely, if the intake rate change
amount ΔGAP is greater than or equal to the reference
change amount ΔGAPX, the operation state of the engine
1 is a transitional operation state. Incidentally, in this em-
bodiment, the reference change amount ΔGAPX may be
set based on empirical determinations.
[0180] Through the determination process regarding
"condition 2" in step T260, the electronic control appara-
tus 9 makes a determination with regard to the drive mode
shift as follows.

(a) If the intake rate GAP is greater than or equal to
the reference change amount ΔGAPX, the vibrations
of the engine 1 and the vehicle are relatively great,
and therefore the electronic control apparatus 9 de-
termines that degradation of vehicle drivability will
not result even if torque fluctuation is caused by the
shift from the "second mode" to the "third mode".

(b) If the intake rate GAP is less than the reference
change amount ΔGAPX, the electronic control ap-

paratus 9 determines that there is a risk that degra-
dation of vehicle drivability may result from torque
fluctuation caused by the shift form the "second
mode" to the "third mode".

[3] Regarding "Condition 3"

[0181] When the operation state of the engine 1 is a
high-load operation state, the valve duration INCAM is
set at an increased duration. In addition, when the "sec-
ond mode" is selected, the valve duration INCAM is ba-
sically set at an duration that is greater than the duration
set when the operation state of the engine 1 is an inter-
mediate-load operation state or a low-load operation
state. Therefore, if the shift from the "second mode" to
the "third mode" is performed when the operation state
of the engine 1 is a high-load operation state, the amount
of change of the valve duration INCAM involved in the
drive mode shift decreases, and therefore it becomes
possible to curb the degradation of vehicle drivability
caused by the drive mode shift.
[0182] In this embodiment, therefore, for the drive
mode switching, it is determined whether "condition 3" is
fulfilled. Specifically, in the process of step T260, whether
"condition 3" is fulfilled is determined through comparison
between the intake rate GAP and a first intake rate
GAPX1.
[0183] The first intake rate GAPX1 corresponds to the
smallest intake rate GAP among the intake rates GAP
that cause the operation state of the engine 1 to become
a high-load operation state. That is, when the intake rate
GAP is less than the first intake rate GAPX1, the opera-
tion state of the engine 1 is not a high-load operation
state. Conversely, when the intake rate GAP is greater
than or equal to the first intake rate GAPX1, the operation
state of the engine 1 is a high-load operation state. Inci-
dentally, in this embodiment, the first intake rate GAPX1
is pre-set through experiments or the like.
[0184] Through the determination process regarding
"condition 3" in step T260, the electronic control appara-
tus 9 makes a determination with regard to the drive mode
shift as follows.

(a) If the intake rate GAP is greater than or equal to
the reference change amount ΔGAPX, the change
amount of the valve duration INCAM at the time of
drive mode shift is relatively small, and therefore the
electronic control apparatus 9 determines that deg-
radation of vehicle drivability will not result even if
torque fluctuation is caused by the shift from the "sec-
ond mode" to the "third mode".
(b) If the intake rate GAP is less than the reference
change amount ΔGAPX, the electronic control ap-
paratus 9 determines that there is a risk that degra-
dation of vehicle drivability may result from torque
fluctuation caused by the shift form the "second
mode" to the "third mode".
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[4] Regarding "Condition 4"

[0185] At the time of the drive mode shift, the deviation
between the actual intake airflow amount GA and the
target intake airflow amount GAtrg may increase, that is,
the actual intake airflow amount GA may become con-
siderably less than the target intake airflow amount
GAtrg, thus stalling the engine. However, during a state
where the load on the engine 1 is relatively large (when
the operation state of the engine 1 is not a low-load op-
eration state), a temporary increase in the intake airflow
amount GA, if any, will not stall the engine. Incidentally,
examples of the low-load operation state include an idle
operation state.
[0186] In this embodiment, therefore, for the drive
mode switching, it is determined whether "condition 4" is
fulfilled. Specifically, in the process of step T260, whether
"condition 4" is fulfilled is determined through comparison
between the intake rate GAP and a second intake rate
GAPX2.
[0187] The second intake rate GAPX2 corresponds to
the largest intake rate GAP among the intake rates GAP
that cause the operation state of the engine 1 to become
a low-load operation state. That is, when the intake rate
GAP is less than or equal to the second intake rate
GAPX2, the operation state of the engine 1 is a low-load
operation state. Conversely, when the intake rate GAP
is greater than the second intake rate GAPX2, the oper-
ation state of the engine 1 is not a low-load operation
state. Incidentally, in this embodiment, the second intake
rate GAPX2 may be set based on empirical determina-
tions. In addition, the second intake rate GAPX2 is set
at a smaller value than the first intake rate GAPX1.
[0188] Through the determination process regarding
"condition 4" in step T260, the electronic control appara-
tus 9 makes a determination with regard to the drive mode
shift as follows.

(a) If the intake rate GAP is less than or equal to the
second intake rate GAPX2, the electronic control ap-
paratus 9 determines that there is a risk of an engine
stall occurring when the actual intake airflow amount
GA becomes considerably less than the target intake
airflow amount GAtrg at the time of shift from the
"second mode" to the "third mode".
(b) If the intake rate GAP is greater than the second
intake rate GAPX2, the electronic control apparatus
9 determines that there is no risk of occurrence of
an engine stall even if the actual intake airflow
amount GA becomes considerably less than the tar-
get intake airflow amount GAtrg at the time of shift
from the "second mode" to the "third mode".

<Third Variable Valve Mechanism Driving Process>

[0189] With reference to FIGS. 22 and 23, the "third
variable valve mechanism driving process" will be de-
scribed. Step S302: The "third actuator driving process"

(FIG. 24) begins. The detailed processing procedure of
the "third actuator driving process" will be described later.
[0190] Step S310: It is determined whether an engine
stall has occurred. If an engine stall has occurred, the
process of step S312 (FIG. 23) is performed. If an engine
stall has not occurred, the process of step S320 is per-
formed.
[0191] Step S312: The presently executed driving
process of the electric actuator 5A, that is, the "third ac-
tuator driving process", ceases. Step S314: The "fourth
variable valve mechanism driving process" (FIG. 25) be-
gins, and the "third variable valve mechanism driving
process" ends. That is, the drive mode of the variable
valve mechanism 5 switches from the "third mode" to the
"fourth mode".
[0192] Step S320: It is determined whether the "third
actuator driving process" has ended. If this driving proc-
ess has ended, the process of step S322 is performed.
If this driving process has not ended, the process of step
S310 is performed again.
[0193] Step S322: The "fifth variable valve mechanism
driving process" (FIG. 29) begins, and the "third variable
valve mechanism driving process" ends. That is, the drive
mode of the variable valve mechanism 5 switches from
the "third mode" to the "fifth mode".

<Third Actuator Driving Process>

[0194] With reference to FIG. 24, the "third actuator
driving process" will be described. Step T302: A valve
duration INCAM (third valve duration INCAMthd) suitable
for the present operation state of the engine 1 is comput-
ed.
[0195] In the process of step T302, a valve duration
INCAM needed in order to converge the intake airflow
amount measured value GAM to a target intake airflow
amount GAtrg is computed as a third valve duration IN-
CAMthd.
[0196] Step T304: The third valve duration INCAMthd
is set as a target valve duration INCAMtrg. Step T306:
The state of drive of the electric actuator 5A is set to the
"variable state". Then, the electric actuator 5A is control-
led so that the valve duration INCAM becomes equal to
the third valve duration INCAMthd.
[0197] Step T310: It is determined whether the moni-
tored valve duration INCAMmnt is equal to the target
valve duration INCAMtrg (third valve duration IN-
CAMthd). If the monitored valve duration INCAMmnt is
equal to the third valve duration INCAMthd, the process
of step T312 is performed. If the monitored valve duration
INCAMmnt is not equal to the third valve duration IN-
CAMthd, the process of step T320 is performed.
[0198] Step T312: The state of drive of the electric ac-
tuator 5A swithces from the "variable state" to the "holding
state". Therefore, the state where the valve duration IN-
CAM is set at the third valve duration INCAMthd is main-
tained.
[0199] Step T320: It is determined whether the ignition
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signal IG has switched from the on state to the off state.
If the ignition signal IG has switched from the on state to
the off state, the "third actuator driving process" ends. If
the ignition signal IG has not switched from the on state
to the off state, the process of step T302 is performed
again.

<Fourth Variable Valve Mechanism Driving Process>

[0200] With reference to FIGS. 25 and 26, the "fourth
variable valve mechanism driving process" will be de-
scribed. Step S402: The "fourth actuator driving process"
(FIG. 27) begins. The detailed processing procedure of
the "fourth actuator driving process" will be described
later.
[0201] Step S410: It is determined whether the ignition
signal IG has switched from the on state to the off state.
If the ignition signal IG has switched from the on state to
the off state, the process of step S412 (FIG. 26) is per-
formed. If the ignition signal IG has not switched from the
on state to the off state, the process of step S420 is per-
formed.
[0202] Step S412: The presently executed driving
process of the electric actuator 5A, that is, the "fourth
actuator driving process", ceases. Step S414: The "fifth
variable valve mechanism driving process" (FIG. 29) be-
gins, and the "fourth variable valve mechanism driving
process" ends. That is, the drive mode of the variable
valve mechanism 5 switches from the "fourth mode" to
the "fifth mode".
[0203] Step S420: It is determined whether the "fourth
actuator driving process" has ended. If this driving proc-
ess has ended, the process of step S430 is performed.
If this driving process has not ended, the process of step
S410 is performed again.
[0204] Step S430: It is determined whether the shift to
the "second mode" has been designated through the
"fourth actuator driving process". If the shift to the "second
mode" has been designated, the process of step S432
is performed. If the shift to the "second mode" has not
been designated, the process of step S440 (FIG. 26) is
performed.
[0205] Step S432: The "second variable valve mech-
anism driving process" (FIG. 17) begins, and the "fourth
variable valve mechanism driving process" ends. That
is, the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism 5
switches from the "fourth mode" to the "second mode".
[0206] Step S440: It is determined whether the shift to
the "third mode" has been designated through the "fourth
actuator driving process". If the shift to the "third mode"
has been designated, the process of step S442 is per-
formed. If the shift to the "third mode" has not been des-
ignated, the process of step S444 is performed.
[0207] Step S442: The "third variable valve mecha-
nism driving process" (FIG. 22) begins, and the "fourth
variable valve mechanism driving process" ends. That
is, the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism 5
switches from the "fourth mode" to the "third mode".

[0208] Step S444: The "first variable valve mechanism
driving process" (FIG. 14) begins, and the "fourth variable
valve mechanism driving process" ends. That is, the drive
mode of the variable valve mechanism 5 switches from
the "fourth mode" to the "first mode".

<Fourth Actuator Driving Process>

[0209] With reference to FIGS. 27 and 28, the "fourth
actuator driving process" will be described.
[0210] Step T402: The state of drive of the electric ac-
tuator 5A is set to the "holding state".
[0211] If an engine stall occurs while the valve duration
INCAM is being changed, the changing of the valve du-
ration INCAM ceases; therefore, after the engine 1 is
restarted, it is required that the changing of the valve
duration INCAM be promptly resumed.
[0212] In step T402, if the engine 1 stops due to an
engine stall, the electric actuator 5A is set at the "holding
state", so that the changing of the valve duration INCAM
can be promptly performed after the engine 1 has been
restarted up.
[0213] It is to be noted herein that since the "fourth
actuator driving process" is executed while the engine 1
is at a stop, the setting of the electric actuator 5A to the
"holding state" in the process of step T402 is performed
in a situation where the operating noise of the electric
actuator 5A is relatively likely to be perceived by the driver
or other occupants. However, the driver or the like is less
apt to be annoyed by relatively low noises, such as the
operating noise of the electric actuator 5A, when an en-
gine stall has occurred, since it is only a short time after
the shift from the state of the engine 1 being driven (a
state where there is operating noise of the engine 1 which
is sufficiently larger than the operating noise of the elec-
tric actuator 5A) to the state of the engine 1 being at a
stop (a state where the production of operating noise
from the engine 1 has ceased). Considering such a cir-
cumstance, the "fourth actuator driving process" is de-
signed so as to allow the electric actuator 5A to be set
to the "holding state" during a stop of the engine 1.
[0214] Step T410: It is determined whether the engine
1 is in the process of being restarted (the driving of the
starter motor 11 has begun). If the engine 1 restart has
begun is being restarted, the process of step T420 is
performed. If the engine 1 is not in the process of being
restarted, the process of step T430 (FIG. 28) is per-
formed.
[0215] Step T420: It is determined whether the driving
duration of the starter motor 11 (the elapsed time follow-
ing the beginning of the driving (motor driving duration
TM)) is greater than or equal to the mask duration TMX.
If the motor driving duration TM is greater than or equal
to the mask duration TMX, the process of step T422 is
performed. If the motor driving duration TM is less than
the mask duration TMX, the process of step T420 is per-
formed again.
[0216] Step T422: The drive mode to shift to following
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the end of the "fourth actuator driving process" is set.

(a) If the "second mode" was selected prior to the
occurrence of the engine stall (prior to the beginning
of the "fourth variable valve mechanism driving proc-
ess"), the "second mode" is set as the drive mode
to shift to following the end of the "fourth actuator
driving process".
(b) If the "third mode" was selected prior to the oc-
currence of the engine stall (prior to the beginning
of the "fourth variable valve mechanism driving proc-
ess"), the "third mode" is set as the drive mode to
shift to following the end of the "fourth actuator driv-
ing process".

[0217] Step T430: It is determined whether the elapsed
time from the occurrence of the engine stall (startup
standby duration TS) is greater than or equal to a refer-
ence standby duration TSX. If an engine stall occurs, the
engine 1 is restarted after some time in usual cases. In
some cases, however, the restart of the engine 1 is not
performed for a long time. In such cases, it may be de-
sirable to set the electric actuator 5A to the "standby
state" so as to reduce the consumption of electric power
from the battery 12 rather than continue the "holding
state" of the electric actuator 5A so as to remain ready
for restart of the engine 1.
[0218] Therefore, in the process of step T430, it is de-
termined whether restart of the engine 1 is likely to be
performed soon by comparing the startup standby dura-
tion TS with the reference standby duration TSX. Inci-
dentally, the reference standby duration TSX is pre-set
as a standard duration from occurrence of an engine stall
to the beginning of restart of the engine 1.
[0219] Through the determination process of step
T430, the electronic control apparatus 9 makes a deter-
mination regarding restart of the engine 1 as follows.

(a) If the startup standby duration TS is greater than
or equal to the reference standby duration TSX, the
electronic control apparatus 9 determines that the
likelihood of restarting the engine 1 soon is small.
That is, the electronic control apparatus 9 deter-
mines that it is desirable to set the electric actuator
5A to the "standby state". If this determination result
is obtained, the process of step T432 is performed.
(b) If the startup standby duration TS is less than the
reference standby duration TSX, the electronic con-
trol apparatus 9 determines that the likelihood of re-
starting the engine 1 soon is large. That is, the elec-
tronic control apparatus 9 determines that it is desir-
able to continue the "holding state" of the electric
actuator 5A. If this determination result is obtained,
the process of step T410 is performed again.

[0220] Step T432: The "first mode" is set as the drive
mode to shift to following the end of the "fourth actuator
driving process". Therefore, in a process that follows this

step, the electric actuator 5A is set to the "standby state"
through the "first actuator driving process".

<Fifth Variable Valve Mechanism Driving Process>

[0221] With reference to FIG. 29, the "fifth variable
valve mechanism driving process" will be described. Step
S502: The "fifth actuator driving process" (FIG. 30) be-
gins. Incidentally, the "fifth actuator driving process" will
be described in detail later.
[0222] Step S510: It is determined whether the "fifth
actuator driving process" has ended. If this driving proc-
ess has ended, the process of step S520 is performed.
If this driving process has not ended, the process of step
S510 is performed again.
[0223] Step S520: It is determined whether the shift to
the "sixth mode" has been designated through the "fifth
actuator driving process". If the shift to the "sixth mode"
has been designated, the process of step S522 is per-
formed. If the shift to the "sixth mode" has not been des-
ignated, the "fifth variable valve mechanism driving proc-
ess" ends.
[0224] Incidentally, if the driving of the electronic con-
trol apparatus 9 continues, the end of the "fifth variable
valve mechanism driving process" as a result of the neg-
ative determination in the process of step S520 is fol-
lowed by the beginning of the "first variable valve mech-
anism driving process".
[0225] Step S522: The "sixth variable valve mecha-
nism driving process" (FIG. 32) begins, and the "fifth var-
iable valve mechanism driving process" ends. That is,
the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism 5 switch-
es from the "fifth mode" to the "sixth mode".

<Fifth Actuator Driving Process>

[0226] With reference to FIGS. 30 and 31, the "fifth
actuator driving process" will be described. In the vehicle,
it can happen that it is impossible to change the valve
duration INCAM at the time of starting up the engine 1,
due to occurrence of an abnormality in the electric actu-
ator 5A during the stop of the engine 1. If in such a case,
the valve duration INCAM is set equal to or close to the
minimum valve duration INCAMmin, it is conceivable that
at the time of startup of the engine 1, the amount of air
supplied to the combustion chamber 24 will become in-
sufficient, thus leading to a startup failure.
[0227] Therefore, in order to make it possible to start
up the engine 1 even if the electric actuator 5A has an
abnormality, this embodiment is designed such that the
"fifth actuator driving process" is performed when the
"fifth mode" has been selected.
[0228] In the "fifth actuator driving process", when a
drive of the vehicle ends, the valve duration INCAM is
set at a maximum valve duration INCAMmax so as to be
ready for the next drive. Therefore, even if an abnormality
of the electric actuator 5A occurs, insufficient air supply
is substantially prevented at the time of startup of the
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engine 1, thus improving the engine startability.
[0229] Step T510: It is determined whether the startup
of the engine 1 has been completed before the ignition
switch 97 is switched to the "OFF" position (whether such
an operation history exists). In the other words, It is de-
termined whether the engine has failed to start before
the ignition switch 97 is switched to the "OFF" position.
[0230] In the process of step T510, it is determined that
such an operation history exists provided that the startup
completion flag eST has been set in the on state. The
ignition switch 97 is usually switched from the "ON" po-
sition to the "OFF" position when a driver is finished driv-
ing the vehicle. In some cases, however, the ignition
switch 97 may be switched to the "OFF" position before
the driver is finished driving the vehicle.
[0231] In the latter case, the engine 1 is started within
a relatively short time. Therefore the risk of an abnormal-
ity of the electric actuator 5A occurring during the time
from the switching of the ignition switch 97 to the "OFF"
position up to the restart of the engine 1 is likely to be
very small. That is, it is considered that even if the valve
duration INCAM is not changed to the maximum valve
duration INCAMmax on the basis of the switching of the
ignition switch 97 to the "OFF" position, there is no risk
of a start failure due to insufficient air supply. In addition,
changing the valve duration INCAM to the maximum
valve duration INCAMmax in such a situation would
mostly turn out to be unnecessary consumption of electric
power from the battery 12, since the valve duration IN-
CAM is changed to a target valve duration INCAMtrg suit-
able for the operation state immediately after the the en-
gine 1 is started.
[0232] Consequently, it may be preferable that the
valve duration INCAM be not changed to the maximum
valve duration INCAMmax in the case where the ignition
switch 97 has been switched to the "OFF" position when
the driver does not intend to finish driving the vehicle.
[0233] Therefore, in the process of step T510, it is de-
termined whether the switching of the ignition switch 97
to the "OFF" position is an operation performed because
the driver is finished driving the vehicle on the basis of
the operation history of the engine 1.
[0234] Through the determination process of step
T510, the electronic control apparatus 9 makes a deter-
mination regarding the operation of the ignition switch 97
as follows.

(a) If the startup completion flag eST is on, the elec-
tronic control apparatus 9 determines that the driver
has switched the ignition switch 97 to the "OFF" po-
sition because the driver is finished driving the vehi-
cle. That is, the electronic control apparatus 9 deter-
mines that it is unlikely that the engine 1 will be start-
ed again within a short time. If this determination
result is obtained, the determination process of step
T520 is performed.
(b) If the startup completion flag eST is off, the elec-
tronic control apparatus 9 determines that the igni-

tion switch 97 has been switched to the "OFF" posi-
tion before the driver is finished driving the vehicle.
That is, the electronic control apparatus 9 deter-
mines that there is some likelihood of the engine 1
being started again within a short time. If this deter-
mination result is obtained, the process of step T514
is performed.

[0235] Step T512: The state of drive of the electric ac-
tuator 5A is set to the "holding state". Step T514: The
shift from the "fifth mode" to the "sixth mode" is desig-
nated, and the "fifth actuator driving process" ends.
[0236] Step T520: It is determined whether the state
of the engine 1 is a state where a change of the valve
duration INCAM to an increasing side can be allowed
(change allowable state). In the process of step T520, it
is determined that the state of the engine 1 is the change
allowable state provided that the vehicle speed meas-
ured value SPDM is less than a reference vehicle speed
SPDX.
[0237] If the valve duration INCAM is changed toward
the maximum valve duration INCAMmax while the engine
speed NE is excessively great, the thus-increased intake
airflow amount GA may result in combustion of fuel re-
maining in the combustion chamber 24. In this case, even
though the driver may want to stop the vehicle, the engine
speed NE increases, which may cause discomfort to the
driver.
[0238] Therefore, in the process of step T520, it is de-
termined whether the state of the engine 1 is the afore-
mentioned change allowable state by comparing the ve-
hicle speed measured value SPDM with the reference
vehicle speed SPDX. Incidentally, the reference vehicle
speed SPDX may be set based on empirical determina-
tions.
[0239] Through the determination process of step
T520, the electronic control apparatus 9 makes a deter-
mination regarding the changing of the valve duration
INCAM as follows.

(a) If the vehicle speed measured value SPDM is
less than the reference vehicle speed SPDX, the
electronic control apparatus 9 determines that there
is no risk that increasing the valve duration INCAM
will cause an increase in the engine speed NE. If this
determination result is obtained, the process of step
T522 is performed.
(b) If the vehicle speed measured value SPDM is
greater than or equal to the reference vehicle speed
SPDX, the electronic control apparatus 9 determines
that there is a risk that increasing the valve duration
INCAM will cause an increase in the engine speed
NE. If this determination result is obtained, the proc-
ess of step T520 is performed again.

[0240] Step T522: The maximum valve duration IN-
CAMmax is set as a target valve duration INCAMtrg. Step
T524: The state of drive of the electric actuator 5A is set
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to the "variable state". The, the electric actuator 5A is
controlled so that the valve duration INCAM becomes
equal to the maximum valve duration INCAMmax.
[0241] Step T530: It is determined whether the moni-
tored valve duration INCAMmnt is equal to the target
valve duration INCAMtrg (maximum valve duration IN-
CAMmax). If the monitored valve duration INCAMmnt is
equal to the maximum valve duration INCAMmax, the
process of step T542 is performed. If the monitored valve
duration INCAMmnt is not equal to the maximum valve
duration INCAMmax, the process of step T540 is per-
formed.
[0242] Step T540: It is determined whether the elapsed
time from the switching of the ignition signal IG to the off
state (IG-off duration Toff) is greater than a reference off
duration ToffX. If the changing of the valve duration IN-
CAM is performed when the engine speed NE is very low
(equal to or close to "0"), the load that the electric actuator
5A receives when moving the control shaft 52 becomes
considerably great, so that the electric actuator 5A may
be damaged in conjunction with the changing of the valve
duration INCAM.
[0243] Therefore, in the case where the valve duration
INCAM is changed to the maximum valve duration IN-
CAMmax on the basis of the switching of the ignition
switch 97 to the "OFF" position, it is desirable to stop the
changing of the valve duration INCAM regardless of the
size of the valve duration INCAM after the engine speed
NE has become less than a limit value (lower-limit rotation
speed NEUL).
[0244] Incidentally, the lower-limit engine speed NEUL
corresponds to the lowest engine speed among the en-
gine speeds NE that, during the time of stopping the en-
gine 1, make it possible to change the valve duration
INCAM without an excessive increase of the load on the
electric actuator 5A. That is, if the changing of the valve
duration INCAM is performed when the engine speed NE
is less than the lower-limit engine speed NEUL, there is
a risk that the load on the electric actuator 5A will become
excessively great. On the other hand, if the changing of
the valve duration INCAM is performed when the engine
speed NE is greater than or equal to the lower-limit engine
speed NEUL, there is no risk that the load on the electric
actuator 5A will become excessively great.
[0245] Considering such a circumstance, the process
of step T540 is designed such that it is determined wheth-
er the engine speed NE is less than the lower-limit engine
speed NEUL through comparison of the IG-off duration
Toff with the reference off duration ToffX. Incidentally,
the reference off duration ToffX is pre-set as a standard
duration from the switching of the ignition switch 97 to
the "OFF" position until the engine speed NE becomes
less than the lower-limit engine speed NEUL.
[0246] Through the determination process of step
T540, the electronic control apparatus 9 makes a deter-
mination regarding the changing of the valve duration
INCAM as follows.

(a) If the IG-off duration Toff is greater than or equal
to the reference off duration ToffX, the electronic
control apparatus 9 determines that the engine
speed NE is less than or equal to the lower-limit en-
gine speed NEUL. That is, the electronic control ap-
paratus 9 determines that there is a risk that contin-
uation of the changing of the valve duration INCAM
will damage of the electric actuator 5A. If this deter-
mination result is obtained, the process of step T542
is performed.
(b) If the IG-off duration Toff is less than the reference
off duration ToffX, the electronic control apparatus
9 determines that the engine speed NE is grater than
the lower-limit engine speed NEUL. That is, the elec-
tronic control apparatus 9 determines that there is
no risk that continuation of the changing of the valve
duration INCAM will damage of the electric actuator
5A. If this determination result is obtained, the proc-
ess of step T530 is performed again.

[0247] Step T542: The state of drive of the electric ac-
tuator 5A switches from the "variable state" to the "stand-
by state". Therefore, the supply of electric power to the
electric actuator 5A stops. Furthermore, since the posi-
tion of the control shaft 52 is mechanically fixed via a lock
mechanism, movement of the control shaft 52 (i.e.,
change of the valve duration INCAM) is prevented during
the stop of the engine 1.

<Sixth Variable Valve Mechanism Driving Process>

[0248] With reference to FIG. 32, the "sixth variable
valve mechanism driving process" will be described. Step
S602: The "sixth actuator driving process" (FIG. 33) be-
gins. Incidentally, the the "sixth actuator driving process"
will be described in detail later.
[0249] Step S610: It is determined whether the "sixth
actuator driving process" has ended. If this driving proc-
ess has ended, the process of step S620 is performed.
If this driving process has not ended, the process of step
S610 is performed again.
[0250] Step S620: It is determined whether the shift to
the "fourth mode" has been designated through the "sixth
actuator driving process". If the shift to the "fourth mode"
has been designated, the process of step S622 is per-
formed. If the shift to the "fourth mode" has not been
designated, the "sixth variable valve mechanism driving
process" ends.
[0251] Incidentally, if the driving of the electronic con-
trol apparatus 9 is being continued, the end of the "sixth
variable valve mechanism driving process" as a result of
the negative determination in the process of step S620
is followed by the beginning of the "first variable valve
mechanism driving process".
[0252] Step S622: The "fourth variable valve mecha-
nism driving process" (FIG. 25) begins, and the "sixth
variable valve mechanism driving process" ends. That
is, the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism 5
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switches from the "sixth mode" to the "fourth mode".

<Sixth Actuator Driving Process>

[0253] With reference to FIG. 33, the "sixth actuator
driving process" will be described.
[0254] Step T602: The state of drive of the electric ac-
tuator 5A is set to the "holding state".
[0255] The situation at the beginning of the "sixth ac-
tuator driving process" is a situation where it is calculated
that the engine 1 will be started within a short time.
[0256] Therefore, in step T602, by setting the electric
actuator 5A to the "holding state", it becomes possible
to promptly change the valve duration INCAM after the
engine 1 is started.
[0257] It is to be noted herein that since the "sixth ac-
tuator driving process" is executed while the engine 1 is
at a stop, the setting of the electric actuator 5A to the
"holding state" in the process of step T602 is performed
in a situation where the operating noise of the electric
actuator 5A is relatively likely to be perceived by the driver
or other occupants. However, the driver or occupant is
less apt to be annoyed by relatively low noises, such as
the operating noise of the electric actuator 5A or the like,
when the "sixth mode" has been selected, since it is only
a short time after the shift from the state of the starter
motor 11 being driven (a state where there is operating
noise of the engine 1 which is sufficiently larger than the
operating noise of the electric actuator 5A) to the state
of the starter motor 11 being at a stop (a state where the
production of operating noise from the engine 1 has
ceased). Therefore, the "sixth actuator driving process"
is designed so as to allow the electric actuator 5A to be
set to the "holding state" during stop of the engine 1.
[0258] Step T610: It is determined whether the ignition
signal IG has switched from the off state to the on state.
If the ignition signal IG has switched from the off state to
the on state, the process of step T612 is performed. If
the ignition signal IG has not switched from the off state
to the on state, the process of step T620 is performed.
[0259] Step T612: The "first mode" is set as the drive
mode to shift to after the "sixth actuator driving process"
ends.
[0260] Step T620: It is determined whether the elapsed
time from the switching of the ignition signal IG to the off
state (IG-off duration Toff) is greater than or equal to a
pre-restart duration ToffY
[0261] If an operation history is not detected when the
ignition switch 97 is switched to the "OFF" position, it is
calculated that the driver is not finished driving, that is, it
is calculated that the engine 1 will be started within a
short time, as mentioned above. However, if the driver’s
actual intention is different from such a calculation (e.g.,
the driver requests a stop of the vehicle) but the state of
drive of the electric actuator 5A has been set to the "hold-
ing state" or the "variable state", it is conceivable that the
operating noises of the electric actuator 5A and the var-
iable valve mechanism 5 may cause discomfort to the

driver or the like.
[0262] Therefore, the process of step T620 is designed
such that it is verified whether the calculation that the
engine 1 will soon be started is appropriate, by comparing
the IG-off duration Toff with the pre-restart duration ToffY.
Incidentally, the pre-restart duration ToffY is pre-set as
a standard duration from the switching of the ignition
switch 97 to the "OFF" position when the driver does not
intend to finish driving the vehicle until the startup of the
engine 1 begins.
[0263] Through the determination process of step
T620, the electronic control apparatus 9 makes a deter-
mination regarding the startup of the engine 1 as follows.

(a) If the IG-off duration Toff is greater than or equal
to the pre-restart duration ToffY, the electronic con-
trol apparatus 9 determines that the calculation that
the ignition switch 97 was switched to the "OFF" po-
sition and the driver did not intend to stop the vehicle
is not appropriate. That is, the electronic control ap-
paratus 9 determines that it is unlikely that the engine
1 will be started within a short time. If this determi-
nation result is obtained, the process of step T622
is performed.
(b) If the IG-off duration Toff is less than the pre-
restart duration ToffY, the electronic control appara-
tus 9 determines that there is no problem with the
calculation that the ignition switch 97 was switched
to the "OFF" position and the driver did not intend to
stop the vehicle. That is, the electronic control ap-
paratus 9 determines that it is likely that the engine
1 will be started. If this determination result is ob-
tained, the process of step T610 is performed again.

[0264] Step T622: The state of drive of the electric ac-
tuator 5A switches from the "holding state" to the "standby
state". Therefore, the supply of electric power to the elec-
tric actuator 5A stops. Furthermore, since the position of
the control shaft 52 is mechanically fixed via a lock mech-
anism, movement of the control shaft 52 (change of the
valve duration INCAM) is prevented during stop of the
engine 1.

<Control Manners of Variable Valve Mechanism>

[0265] With reference to FIGS. 34 to 36, the control
manners of the variable valve mechanism 5 during the
following situation [a] to [c].

[a] The situation where the engine 1 is normally op-
erated.
[b] The situation where an engine has stalled.
[c] The situation where a start failure of the engine
1 has occurred.

[1] "Control Manner during Normal Operation"

[0266]
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[A] Time point t11: As the ignition signal IG switches
from the off state to the on state, the drive mode of
the variable valve mechanism 5 is set to the "first
mode". Accordingly, the changing of the state of drive
of the electric actuator 5A to either the "holding state"
or the "variable state" is prohibited.
[B] Time point t12: As the starter signal STA switches
from the off state to the on state, the driving of the
starter motor 11 starts. The electric actuator 5A is
kept at the "standby state" during the time from the
switching of the ignition signal IG to the on state until
the motor driving duration TM becomes greater than
or equal to the mask duration TMX.
[C] Time point t13: As the motor driving duration TM
becomes greater than or equal to the mask duration
TMX, the drive mode of the variable valve mecha-
nism 5 is set to the "second mode". Accordingly, the
target valve duration INCAMtrg is updated (it is as-
sumed herein that the second valve duration INCAM-
scd is set as a target valve duration INCAMtrg). Then,
the drive state of the electric actuator 5A is set to the
"variable state", and the valve duration INCAM is
changed.
[D] Time point t14: As the monitored valve duration
INCAMmnt becomes equal to the second valve du-
ration INCAMscd, the drive state of the electric ac-
tuator 5A switches from the "variable state" to the
"holding state". During the time from time point t14
until the shift to the "third mode" is permitted, the
electric actuator 5A is set to the "variable state" every
time the second valve duration INCAMscd is updated
in accordance with the engine speed NE.
[E] Time point t15: As the mode shift condition is met
during the state where the warmup of the variable
valve mechanism 5 has been completed, the drive
mode of the variable valve mechanism 5 is set to the
"third mode". Accordingly, the third valve duration
INCAMthd is set as a target valve duration INCAM-
trg. Then, the drive state of the electric actuator 5A
is set to the "variable state", and the valve duration
INCAM is changed. Incidentally, from time point t15
on, the electric actuator 5A is set to the "variable
state" at every update of the third valve duration IN-
CAMthd based on the target intake airflow amount
GAtrg and the intake airflow amount measured value
GAM, while the set drive mode of the variable valve
mechanism 5 is the "third mode".
[F] Time point t16: As the ignition signal IG switches
from the on state to the off state, the drive mode of
the variable valve mechanism 5 is set to the "fifth
mode". Accordingly, the maximum valve duration IN-
CAMmax is set as a target valve duration INCAMtrg.
Then, the drive state of the electric actuator 5A is set
to the "variable state", and the valve duration INCAM
is changed.
[G] Time point t17: As the monitored valve duration
INCAMmnt becomes equal to the maximum valve
duration INCAMmax (or as the IG-off duration Toff

becomes greater than or equal to the reference off
duration ToffX), the drive state of the electric actuator
5A switches from the "variable state" to the "standby
state".

[2] "Control Manner at the Time of Engine Stall"

[0267]

[A] Time point t21: As an engine stall occurs during
operation of the engine 1, the drive mode of the var-
iable valve mechanism 5 is set to the "fourth mode".
Accordingly, the drive state of the electric actuator
5A is set to the "holding state".
[B] Time point t22: As the starter signal STA switches
from the off state to the on state, the driving of the
starter motor 11 starts. The electric actuator 5A is
kept at the "holding state" during the time from the
occurrence of the engine stall until the motor driving
duration TM becomes greater than or equal to the
mask duration TMX.
[C] Time point t23: As the motor driving duration TM
becomes greater than or equal to the mask duration
TMX, the drive mode of the variable valve mecha-
nism 5 is set to the "third mode". Incidentally, from
time point t23 on, the electric actuator 5A is set to
the "variable state" at every update of the third valve
duration INCAMthd based on the target intake airflow
amount GAtrg and the intake airflow amount meas-
ured value GAM, while the set drive mode of the
variable valve mechanism 5 is the "third mode".
[D] Time point t24: Because another engine stall oc-
curs during operation of the engine 1, the drive mode
of the variable valve mechanism 5 is set to the "fourth
mode". Accordingly, the drive state of the electric
actuator 5A is set to the "holding state".
[E] Time point t25: As the ignition signal IG switches
from the on state to the off state, the drive mode of
the variable valve mechanism 5 is set to the "fifth
mode". Accordingly, the maximum valve duration IN-
CAMmax is set as a target valve duration INCAMtrg.
Then, the drive state of of the electric actuator 5A is
set to the "variable state", and the valve duration
INCAM is changed.
[F] Time point t26: As the monitored valve duration
INCAMmnt becomes equal to the maximum valve
duration INCAMmax (or as the IG-off duration Toff
becomes greater than or equal to the reference off
duration ToffX), the state of drive of the electric ac-
tuator 5A switches from the "variable state" to the
"standby state".

[3] "Control Manner at the Time of Startup Failure"

[0268]

[A] Time point t31: As the ignition signal IG switches
from the off state to the on state, the drive mode of
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the variable valve mechanism 5 is set to the "first
mode". Accordingly, the changing the drive state of
the electric actuator 5A to either the "holding state"
or the "variable state" is prohibited.
[B] Time point t32: As the starter signal STA switches
from the off state to the on state, the driving of the
starter motor 11 starts. The electric actuator 5A is
kept at the "standby state" during the time from the
switching of the ignition signal IG to the on state until
the motor driving duration TM becomes greater than
or equal to the mask duration TMX.
[C] Time point t33: As the motor driving duration TM
becomes greater than or equal to the mask duration
TMX, the drive mode of the variable valve mecha-
nism 5 is set to the "second mode". Accordingly, the
target valve duration INCAMtrg is updated (it is as-
sumed herein that the second valve duration INCAM-
scd is set as a target valve duration INCAMtrg). Then,
the drive state of the electric actuator 5A is set to the
"variable state", and the valve duration INCAM is
changed.
[D] Time point t34: Because the engine 1 fails to start,
the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism 5 is
set to the "fourth mode". Accordingly, the state of
drive of the electric actuator 5A is set to the "holding
state".
[E] Time point t35: As there is no operation history
of the engine 1 when the ignition switch 97 is
switched to the "OFF" position, the drive mode of the
variable valve mechanism 5 is set to the "sixth
mode". In addition, the "holding state" of the electric
actuator 5A ismaintained.
[F] Time point t36: As the ignition signal IG switches
from the off state to the on state, the drive mode of
the variable valve mechanism 5 is set to the "fourth
mode". Incidentally, if the IG-off duration Toff be-
comes greater than or equal to pre-restart duration
ToffY before the ignition signal IG switches from the
off state to the on state, the drive state of the electric
actuator 5A switches from the "holding state" to the
"standby state".
[G] Time point t37: As the starter signal STA switches
from the off state to the on state, the driving of the
starter motor 11 starts. The electric actuator 5A is
kept at the "holding state" during the time from the
occurrence of the engine stall until the motor driving
duration TM becomes greater than or equal to the
mask duration TMX.
[H] Time point t38: As the motor driving duration TM
becomes greater than or equal to the mask duration
TMX, the drive mode of the variable valve mecha-
nism 5 is set to the "second mode". Accordingly, the
target valve duration INCAMtrg is updated (it is as-
sumed herein that the second valve duration INCAM-
scd is set as a target valve duration INCAMtrg). Then,
the drive state of the electric actuator 5A is set to the
"variable state", and the valve duration INCAM is
changed.

[0269] As can be understood from the foregoing de-
scription, the control apparatus for an engine according
to this embodiment achieves the following advantages.

(1) During stop of the engine 1, it is relatively quiet
in the cabin. Therefore, if in such a situation, the valve
duration INCAM is changed, it is conceivable that
the driver or other occupants may be annoyed by
the noise produced in conjunction with the changing
of the valve duration INCAM.
Considering such a circumstance, the control appa-
ratus of this embodiment is designed so that during
stop of the engine 1, the valve duration INCAM is
not changed. Therefore, it becomes possible to curb
the degradation of driveability caused by change of
the valve duration INCAM.
(2) During the time beginning when a driver or other
occupant gets into the vehicle and ending when star-
tup of the engine 1 starts, it is relatively quiet in the
cabin. Therefore, if in such a situation, the variable
valve mechanism 5 or the electric actuator 5A is driv-
en, it is conceivable that the driver or other occupants
may be annoyed by the operating noise of the vari-
able valve mechanism 5 or the electric actuator 5A.
Considering such a circumstance, the control appa-
ratus of this embodiment is designed so that the state
of drive of the electric actuator 5A is kept at the
"standby state", until the engine 1 starts. Therefore,
it becomes possible to curb the degradation of drive-
ability caused by the operating noise of the variable
valve mechanism 5 or the electric actuator 5A prior
to the startup of the engine 1.
(3) In the control apparatus of this embodiment, the
drive state of the electric actuator 5A is kept at the
"standby state" until the motor driving duration TM
becomes greater than or equal to the mask duration
TMX. Therefore, it becomes possible to curb the oc-
currence of a start failure of the engine 1 caused by
a reduced battery voltage BV.
(4) In the control apparatus of this embodiment, if
the intake temperature THA is greater than or equal
to the reference intake temperature THAX, the first
valve duration INCAMfst is set as a target valve du-
ration INCAMtrg until the post-startup duration TE
becomes greater than or equal to the reference post-
startup duration TEX. Therefore, it becomes possi-
ble to curb the occurrence of knocking even in the
case where the engine 1 is started when the intake
temperature THA is relatively high.
(5) At the time of a drive mode shift, there is a risk
of an engine stall resulting from an increased devi-
ation of the actual intake airflow amount GA from the
target intake airflow amount GAtrg, that is, the actual
intake airflow amount GA becoming considerably
less than the target intake airflow amount GAtrg.
However, when the operation state of the engine 1
is not a low-load operation state, the occurrence of
an engine stall can be avoided even if the intake
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airflow amount GA temporarily becomes small.
Considering such a circumstance, the control appa-
ratus of this embodiment is designed so that if "con-
dition 4" (the intake rate GAP is greater than the sec-
ond intake rate GAPX2) is not met, the switching
from the "second mode" to the "third mode" is pro-
hibited. Therefore, it becomes possible to curb the
occurrence of an engine stall caused by the drive
mode switching.
(6) The degradation of vehicle driveability associated
with the drive mode shift can be curbed when the
vehicle or the engine 1 is in any one of the following
states:
During a state where the speed of the vehicle (vehicle
speed SPD) is relatively great, the vibrations of the
engine 1 and the vehicle are great, so that torque
fluctuations are unlikely to be perceived by the driver.
Therefore, the permission of the shift from the "sec-
ond mode" to the "third mode" when the vehicle
speed SPD is within such a range (torque fluctuation
permission range) contributes to the curbing of the
degradation of vehicle driveability caused by the
drive mode shift.
When the operation state of the engine 1 is a tran-
sitional operation state, the vibrations of the engine
1 and the vehicle are great, so that torque fluctua-
tions are unlikely to be perceived by the driver.
Therefore, performing the shift from the "second
mode" to the "third mode" during the transitional op-
eration state of the engine 1 contributes to the curb-
ing of the degradation of vehicle driveability caused
by the drive mode shift.
When the operation state of the engine 1 is a high-
load operation state, the valve duration INCAM is set
relatively large. While the "second mode" has been
selected, the valve duration INCAM is basically set
at an duration that is larger than the duration set
when the operation state of the engine 1 is an inter-
mediate-load operation state or a low-load operation
state. Therefore, shifting from the "second mode" to
the "third mode" when the operation state of the en-
gine 1 is the high-load operation state reduces the
amount of change of the valve duration INCAM in-
volved in the drive mode shift, and thus contributes
to the curbing of the degradation of vehicle drivea-
bility caused by the drive mode shift.
Considering such a circumstance, the control appa-
ratus of this embodiment is designed so as to prohibit
the switching from the "second mode" to the "third
mode" when none of "condition 1" (the vehicle speed
measured value SPDM be greater than or equal to
the lower-limit vehicle speed SPDUL), "condition 2"
(the intake rate change amount ΔGAP be greater
than or equal to reference change amount ΔGAPX),
and "condition 3" (the intake rate GAP be greater
than or equal to the first intake rate GAPX1) are met.
That is, the drive mode switching is permitted if at
least one of "condition 1", "condition 2" and "condi-

tion 3" is met. Therefore, it becomes possible to curb
the degradation of driveability caused by the drive
mode switching.
(7) If the engine stalls while the valve duration INCAM
is being changed, the changing of the valve duration
INCAM naturally discontinues, so that it is required
that the changing of the valve duration INCAM be
promptly resumed after the engine 1 has been re-
started.
Considering such a circumstance, the control appa-
ratus of this embodiment is designed so as to set the
electric actuator 5A to the "holding state" when the
engine 1 has stopped due to an engine stall. There-
fore, it becomes possible to promptly change the
valve duration INCAM after the engine 1 has been
restarted.
(8) When the electric actuator 5A is set at the "vari-
able state" (i.e., during the changing of the valve du-
ration INCAM by the variable valve mechanism 5),
the operating noise of the electric actuator 5A is
greater than when the electric actuator 5A is set at
the "holding state". In addition, operating noise of
the variable valve mechanism 5 also occurs during
the "variable state" of the electric actuator 5A. There-
fore, if the electric actuator 5A is set to the "variable
state" when the engine 1 has stopped due to an en-
gine stall, it is conceivable that the operating noise
of the variable valve mechanism 5 or the electric ac-
tuator 5A may annoy the driver or other occupants.
Considering such a circumstance, the control appa-
ratus of this embodiment is designed so that while
the engine 1 has stopped due to an engine stall, the
electric actuator 5A is not set to the "variable state".
Therefore, it becomes possible to curb the degrada-
tion of driveability caused by the operating noise of
the variable valve mechanism 5 or the electric actu-
ator 5A when an engine stall has occurred.
(9) If an engine stall occurs, the engine 1 is usually
restarted after a while; however, in some cases, the
engine 1 is left in the stopped state for a long time.
In such cases, it may be preferable to set the electric
actuator 5A to the "standby state" so as to reduce
the consumption of electric power from the battery
12 rather than continue the "holding state" of the
electric actuator 5A so as to remain ready for restart
of the engine 1.
Considering such a circumstance, the control appa-
ratus of this embodiment is designed so that if the
startup standby duration TS is greater than or equal
to the reference standby duration TSX, the drive
state of the electric actuator 5A is set to the "standby
state". Therefore, the control apparatus can curb the
consumption of electric power from the battery 12.
(10) As for this vehicle, it can happen that it is im-
possible to change the valve duration INCAM at the
time of starting up the engine 1, due to occurrence
of an abnormality in the electric actuator 5A during
the stop of the engine 1. If in such a case, the valve
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duration INCAM is set equal to or close to the mini-
mum valve duration INCAMmin, it is conceivable that
at the time of startup of the engine 1, the amount of
air supplied to the combustion chamber 24 will be-
come insufficient, thus leading to a start failure.
Considering such a circumstance, the control appa-
ratus of this embodiment is designed so that when
a drive of the vehicle ends, the valve duration INCAM
is set at a maximum valve duration INCAMmax so
as to be ready from the next drive. Therefore, even
if an abnormality of the electric actuator 5A occurs,
insufficient air supply is substantially prevented at
the time of startup of the engine 1, thus improving
the engine startability.
(11) The ignition switch 97 is usually switched from
the "ON" position to the "OFF" position when the driv-
er has finished driving the vehicle. In some cases,
however, the ignition switch 97 may be switched to
the "OFF" position before the driver is finished driving
the vehicle. In the latter case, the engine 1 is started
within a relatively short time, and therefore the risk
of an abnormality of the electric actuator 5A occur-
ring during a time following the switching of the igni-
tion switch 97 to the "OFF" position up to restart of
the engine 1 can be said to be very small. That is, it
is considered that even if the valve duration INCAM
is not changed to the maximum valve duration IN-
CAMmax on the basis of the switching of the ignition
switch 97 to the "OFF" position, there is no risk of a
start failure resulting from insufficient air supply. In
addition, changing the valve duration INCAM to the
maximum valve duration INCAMmax in such a situ-
ation would mostly turn out to be unnecessary con-
sumption of electric power from the battery 12, since
the valve duration INCAM is changed to a target
valve duration INCAMtrg suitable for the operation
state immediately after starting the engine 1.
Considering such a circumstance, the control appa-
ratus of this embodiment is designed so as to prohibit
the changing of the valve duration INCAM if there is
not an operation history when the ignition switch 97
is switched to the "OFF" position. Therefore, unnec-
essary operations of the variable valve mechanism
5 can be eliminated. Furthermore, the consumption
of the electric power from the battery 12 can be
curbed.
(12) If the valve duration INCAM is changed toward
the maximum valve duration INCAMmax while the
engine speed NE is excessively great, the thus-in-
creased intake airflow amount GA may result in com-
bustion of fuel remaining in the combustion chamber
24. In this case, even though the driver may wish to
stop the vehicle, the engine speed NE rises, which
may cause discomfort to the driver.
Considering such a circumstance, the control appa-
ratus of this embodiment is designed so as to prohibit
increasing the valve duration INCAM if the measured
vehicle speed SPDM is greater than or equal to the

reference vehicle speed SPDX. Therefore, it be-
comes possible to considerably reduce the incidents
of the engine speed NE increasing when driver wish-
es to stop the vehicle.
(13) If the changing of the valve duration INCAM is
performed when the engine speed NE is very small
(equal to or close to "0"), the load that the electric
actuator 5A receives when moving the control shaft
52 becomes considerably great, so that the electric
actuator 5A may be damaged in conjunction with the
changing of the valve duration INCAM.
Considering such a circumstance, the control appa-
ratus of this embodiment is designed so as to prohibit
the changing of the valve duration INCAM if the IG-
off duration Toff is greater than or equal to the ref-
erence off duration ToffX. Therefore, it becomes pos-
sible to considerably reduce the incidents of the elec-
tric actuator 5A being damaged in conjunction with
the changing of the valve duration INCAM.
(14) In the control apparatus of this embodiment, the
electric actuator 5A is set to the "holding state" while
the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism 5 is
set at the "sixth mode". Therefore, it becomes pos-
sible to promptly change the valve duration INCAM
after the engine 1 has been started.
(15) When the electric actuator 5A is set at the "var-
iable state" (i.e., during the changing of the valve
duration INCAM by the variable valve mechanism
5), the operating noise of the electric actuator 5A is
greater than when the electric actuator 5A is set at
the "holding state". In addition, operating noise of
the variable valve mechanism 5 also occurs during
the "variable state" of the electric actuator 5A. There-
fore, if the electric actuator 5A is set to the "variable
state" when the engine 1 has stopped due to a start
failure, it is conceivable that the operating noise of
the variable valve mechanism 5 or the electric actu-
ator 5A may annoy the driver or other vehicle occu-
pants.
Considering such a circumstance, the control appa-
ratus of this embodiment is designed so that when
the engine 1 has stopped due to a start failure, the
electric actuator 5A is not set to the "variable state".
Therefore, it becomes possible to curb the degrada-
tion of driveability caused by the operating noise of
the variable valve mechanism 5 or the electric actu-
ator 5A when a start failure of the engine 1 has oc-
curred.
(16) If an operation history is not detected when the
ignition switch 97 is switched to the "OFF" position,
it is calculated that the driver does not intend to finish
driving, that is, it is calculated that the engine 1 will
be started again within a short time. However, if the
driver’s actual intention is different from such a cal-
culation (e.g., the driver indeed wishes to stop the
vehicle) but the state of drive of the electric actuator
5A has been set to the "holding state" or the "variable
state", it is conceivable that the operating noises of
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the electric actuator 5A and the variable valve mech-
anism 5 may cause discomfort to the driver or other
vehicle occupants.

[0270] Considering such a circumstance, the control
apparatus of this embodiment is designed so as to set
the state of drive of the electric actuator 5A to the "standby
state" if the IG-off duration Toff is greater than or equal
to the pre-restart duration ToffY. Therefore, it becomes
possible to considerably reduce the incidents where the
operating noise of the electric actuator 5A or the variable
valve mechanism 5 causes discomfort to the driver or
other vehicle occupants.

<Other Embodiments>

[0271] The foregoing embodiment may be modified,
for example, in the following manners.
[0272] In the process of step T260 of the "second ac-
tuator driving process" in the foregoing embodiment, it is
determined that the mode shift condition is met provided
that at least one of "condition 1", "condition 2" and "con-
dition 3", and "condition 4" are met. However, this may
be modified, for example, as follows.

(a) It is determined that the mode shift condition is
met provided that at least one of "condition 1" to "con-
dition 4" is met.
(b) It is determined that the mode shift condition is
met provided that all of "condition 1" to "condition 4"
are met.

[0273] In the foregoing embodiment, degradation of
the vehicle driveability is curbed as follows. That is, after
the drive mode of the variable valve mechanism 5 is set
to the "second mode", the switching to the "third mode"
is not performed until the condition of step T250 and the
condition of step T260 in the "second actuator driving
process" are fulfilled. However, this may be modified, for
example, as follows. That is, after the drive mode of the
variable valve mechanism 5 is set to the "second mode",
the switching to the "third mode" begins on the basis of
fulfillment of the condition of step T250 in the "second
actuator driving process", and during the drive mode shift,
the valve duration INCAM is gently changed. In this man-
ner, the degradation of vehicle driveability is curbed. In
an example of the manner of changing the valve duration
INCAM in this case, the amount of change of the valve
duration INCAM per unit time is set at or below a prede-
termined value.
[0274] In the process of step T250 of the "second ac-
tuator driving process" in the foregoing embodiment, the
coolant temperature THW is adopted as an index value
of the warmup state of the variable valve mechanism 5.
However, other parameters may also be adopted as an
index value of the warmup state. For example, the tem-
perature of the lubricating oil of the engine 1, the elapsed
time from startup of the engine 1, etc. may be used as a

basis for the determination as to whether the warmup of
the variable valve mechanism 5 has been completed.
Furthermore, the temperature of the variable valve mech-
anism 5 may be directly measured in order to grasp the
warmup state thereof.
[0275] The foregoing embodiment is constructed so
that when the drive mode of the variable valve mecha-
nism 5 is set at the "fourth mode", the drive state of the
electric actuator 5A is set to the "holding state". However,
this may be modified as follows. That is, the state of drive
of the electric actuator 5A may be set to the "standby
state" (the drive state of the electric actuator 5A may be
set to the "standby state" in the process of step T402 of
the "fourth actuator driving process").
[0276] In the process of step T520 of the "fifth actuator
driving process" in the foregoing embodiment, it is deter-
mined that the present state of the engine 1 is a change
allowable state provided that the measured vehicle
speed SPDM is less than the reference vehicle speed
SPDX. However, this may be modified, for example, as
follows. That is, it is also possible to determine that the
state of the engine 1 is a change allowable state provided
that the engine speed NE is less than a criterion value.
Incidentally, the criterion value is set as a value that is
greater than the lower-limit engine speed NEUL.
[0277] In the process of step T522 of the "fifth actuator
driving process" in the foregoing embodiment, the max-
imum valve duration INCAMmax is set as a target valve
duration INCAMtrg. However, an duration other than the
maximum valve duration INCAMmax may also be set as
a target valve duration INCAMtrg. Briefly, any appropriate
duration other than the maximum valve duration INCAM-
max may also be set as a target valve duration INCAMtrg
as long as it is a valve duration INCAM that substantially
avoids insufficient supply of air at the time of starting the
engine 1.
[0278] In the process of step T540 of the "fifth actuator
driving process" in the foregoing embodiment, a pre-set
reference off duration ToffX is adopted. However, this
may be modified, for example, as follows. That is, it is
also possible that every time the ignition switch 97 is
switched to the "OFF" position, a reference off duration
ToffX be set on the basis of the then engine speed NE.
[0279] In the process of step T540 of the "fifth actuator
driving process" in the foregoing embodiment, it is deter-
mined whether to continue the changing of the valve du-
ration INCAM based on the comparison between the IG-
off duration Toff and the reference off duration ToffX.
However, this may be modified, for example, as follows.
That is, the determination as to whether to continue the
changing of the valve duration INCAM may also be made
based on the comparison between the engine speed
measured value NEM and the lower-limit engine speed
NEUL. If this construction is adopted, the process of step
T540 of the "fifth actuator driving process" is constructed
as follows.

(a) If NEM≥NEUL, then the process of step T530 is
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performed.
(b) If NEM<NEUL, then the process of step T542 is
performed.

[0280] In the foregoing embodiment, after the drive
mode of the variable valve mechanism 5 is set to the "fifth
mode", the changing of the valve duration INCAM is con-
tinued until the condition of step T530 or the condition of
step T540 in the "fifth actuator driving process" is met.
However, this may be modified, for example, as follows.
That is, it is also possible that after the drive mode of the
variable valve mechanism 5 is set to the "fifth mode", the
valve duration INCAM is changed toward the maximum
valve duration INCAMmax, and until the monitored valve
duration INCAMmnt becomes equal to the maximum
valve duration INCAMmax, the operation of the engine
1 is continued.
[0281] In the foregoing embodiment, while the drive
mode of the variable valve mechanism 5 is set at the
"sixth mode", the drive state of the electric actuator 5A
is set to the "standby state" on the basis of fulfillment of
the condition of step T620 of the "sixth actuator driving
process". However, this may be modified, for example,
as follows. That is, it is also possible that while the drive
mode of the variable valve mechanism 5 is set at the
"sixth mode", the drive state of the electric actuator 5A
is set to the "standby state" (the state of drive of the elec-
tric actuator 5A is set to the "standby state" in the process
of step T602 of the "sixth actuator driving process").
[0282] Although in the foregoing embodiment, the "var-
iable valve mechanism driving process" is constructed
of the "first variable valve mechanism driving process" to
the "sixth variable valve mechanism driving process", the
construction of the "variable valve mechanism driving
process" may be modified as follows. That is, the "vari-
able valve mechanism driving process" may be con-
structed of at least one process of the "first variable valve
mechanism driving process" to the "fifth variable valve
mechanism driving process".
[0283] Although the foregoing embodiment adopts the
electric actuator 5A that has a lock mechanism, it is also
possible to adopt an electric actuator that does not have
a lock mechanism. Although the electric actuator 5A
adopted in the foregoing embodiment fixes the position
of the control shaft 52 through the lock mechanism during
the "standby state", and holds the position of the control
shaft 52 through the electric power from the battery 12
during the "holding state", an electric actuator as de-
scribed below may also be adopted. That is, it is also
possible to adopt an electric actuator that fixes the posi-
tion of the control shaft 52 through the lock mechanism
during the "standby state" and during the "holding state".
[0284] In the foregoing embodiment, the engine 1 is
assumed to be an engine in which the intake airflow
amount GA is adjusted via the throttle valve 39 until the
warmup of the variable valve mechanism 5 is completed.
However, the engines to which the variable valve mech-
anism of the invention may be applied are not limited to

the engine exemplified in the embodiment. The variable
valve mechanism of the invention is also applicable to,
for example, an engine in which the intake airflow amount
GA is adjusted via a variable valve mechanism through-
out the operation of the engine from the start to the stop.
Furthermore, the variable valve mechanism of the inven-
tion is also applicable to an engine in which the intake
airflow amount GA is adjusted through a cooperative con-
trol of the variable valve mechanism and the throttle valve
throughout the operation of the engine from the start to
the stop.
[0285] In the foregoing embodiment, the invention is
applied to the variable valve mechanism 5 that changes
the opening-closing characteristic of the intake valve 33
(the valve duration and the maximum valve lift). However,
the invention is also applicable to a variable valve mech-
anism for the exhaust valve 37.

Claims

1. An engine control apparatus that changes at least
one of a valve duration and a valve lift of the intake
valve by controlling a variable valve mechanism,
wherein

the variable valve mechanism changes at least
one of the valve duration and the valve lift of the
intake valve,
characterized in that
the control apparatus comprises an electronic
control unit (9) that changes at least one of the
valve duration and the valve lift of the intake
valve toward an initial value, which is defined to
be a largest or nearly largest open valve duration
of the intake valve when an ignition switch is
switched to an off position, and
if the electronic control unit detects that the en-
gine has failed to start before the ignition switch
being switched to the off position, the electronic
control unit (9) prohibits the changing of at least
one of the valve duration and the valve lift of the
intake valve toward the initial value.

2. The engine control apparatus according to claim 1,
characterized in that

if the electronic control unit detects that a vehicle
speed is greater than or equal to a threshold
value when changing the at least one of the valve
duration and the valve lift of the intake valve to-
ward the initial value, the electronic control unit
(9) suspends the changing of the at least one of
the valve duration and the valve lift of the intake
valve until the vehicle speed falls below the
threshold value.

3. The engine control apparatus according to claim 1,
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characterized in that

if the electronic control unit detects that an en-
gine speed is greater than or equal to a threshold
value when changing the at least one of the valve
duration and the valve lift of the intake valve to-
ward the initial value, the electronic control unit
(9) suspends the changing of the at least one of
the valve duration and the valve lift of the intake
valve until the engine speed falls below the
threshold value.

4. The engine control apparatus according to claim 1,
characterized in that

when the electronic control unit prohibits the
changing of the at least one of the valve duration
and the valve lift of the intake valve, the elec-
tronic control unit (9) maintains at least one of
the valve duration and the valve lift of the intake
valve that was used immediately before the
switching of the ignition switch to the off position
is detected.

5. The engine control apparatus according to any one
of claims 1 to 4, characterized in that

if the electronic control unit determines or pre-
dicts that an engine speed is less than a refer-
ence value when the at least one of the valve
duration and the valve lift of the intake valve is
changed, the electronic control unit (9) discon-
tinues the changing of the at least one of the
valve duration and the valve lift of the intake
valve.

6. The engine control apparatus according to any one
of claims 1 to 5, characterized in that the variable
valve mechanism comprises:

a control shaft (52) disposed in a cylinder head,
a valve lift mechanism (53), mounted around the
control shaft, that operates an intake valve, and
an actuator (5A) that moves the control shaft
along the longitudinal axis of the control shaft,
wherein, the valve lift mechanism (53) includes
a slider gear (6) that moves in cooperation with
the control shaft (52); an input gear (7), mounted
on the slider gear, that operates through a cam
of a camshaft, and an output gear (8) mounted
on the slider gear that operates the intake valve,
and
the actuator changes the duration of the intake
valve by relatively rotating the input gear and
the output gear through a movement of the con-
trol shaft.

7. The engine control apparatus according to claim 6,

characterized in that the actuator is driven via elec-
tric power.

8. A method of controlling at least one of a valve dura-
tion and a valve lift of an intake valve, characterized
by comprising:

determining whether an ignition switch is
switched to an off position, and
changing the at least one of the valve duration
and the valve lift of the intake valve toward an
initial value, which is defined to be a largest or
nearly largest open valve duration of the intake
valve when it is determined that the ignition
switch is switched to the off position, wherein
if the electronic control unit detects that the en-
gine has failed to start before the ignition switch
being switched to the off position, the electronic
control unit (9) prohibits the changing of at least
one of the valve duration and the valve lift of the
intake valve toward the initial value.

Patentansprüche

1. Maschinensteuerungsvorrichtung, die mindestens
eine Ventildauer oder einen Ventilhub des Einlass-
ventils durch Steuerung eines variablen Ventilme-
chanismus ändert, wobei

der variable Ventilmechanismus mindestens die
Ventildauer oder den Ventilhub des Einlassven-
tils ändert,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Steuerungsvorrichtung eine elektronische
Steuereinheit (9) aufweist, die mindestens die
Ventildauer oder den Ventilhub des Einlassven-
tils in Richtung eines Anfangswerts ändert, der
als eine größte oder annähernd größte offene
Ventildauer des Einlassventils definiert ist, wenn
ein Zündschalter auf eine Ausschaltstellung ge-
schaltet ist, und,
falls die elektronische Steuereinheit erfasst,
dass die Maschine versagt hat zu starten, bevor
der Zündschalter auf die Ausschaltstellung ge-
schalten wird, die elektronische Steuereinheit
(9) das Ändern von mindestens der Ventildauer
oder dem Ventilhub des Einlassventils in Rich-
tung des Anfangswerts unterbindet.

2. Maschinensteuerungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch
1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass,

falls die elektronische Steuereinheit erfasst,
dass eine Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit beim Än-
dern von mindestens der Ventildauer oder dem
Ventilhub des Einlassventils in Richtung des An-
fangswerts größer als oder gleich wie ein
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Schwellenwert ist, die elektronische Steuerein-
heit (9) das Ändern von mindestens der Ventil-
dauer oder dem Ventilhub des Einlassventils
aufschiebt, bis die Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit
unter den Schwellenwert fällt.

3. Maschinensteuerungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch
1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass,

falls die elektronische Steuereinheit erfasst, das
eine Maschinengeschwindigkeit beim Ändern
von mindestens der Ventildauer oder dem Ven-
tilhub des Einlassventils in Richtung des An-
fangswertes größer als oder gleich wie ein
Schwellenwert ist, die elektronische Steuerein-
heit (9) das Ändern von mindestens der Ventil-
dauer oder dem Ventilhub des Einlassventils
aufschiebt, bis die Maschinengeschwindigkeit
unter den Schwellenwert fällt.

4. Maschinensteuerungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch
1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass,

wenn die elektronische Steuereinheit das Än-
dern von mindestens der Ventildauer oder dem
Ventilhub des Einlassventils aufschiebt, die
elektronische Steuereinheit (9) mindestens die
Ventildauer oder den Ventilhub des Einlassven-
tils aufrechterhält, die/der verwendet wurde, un-
mittelbar bevor das Schalten des Zündschalters
auf die Ausschaltstellung erfasst wird.

5. Maschinensteuerungsvorrichtung gemäß einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass,

falls die elektronische Steuereinheit bestimmt
oder voraussagt, dass eine Maschinenge-
schwindigkeit geringer als ein Referenzwert ist,
wenn mindestens die Ventildauer oder der Ven-
tilhub des Einlassventils geändert wird, die elek-
tronische Steuereinheit (9) das Ändern von min-
destens der Ventildauer oder dem Ventilhub des
Einlassventils aussetzt.

6. Maschinensteuerungsvorrichtung gemäß einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der variable Ventilmechanismus Folgendes auf-
weist:

eine Steuerungswelle (52), die in einem Zylin-
derkopf angeordnet ist,
einen Ventilhubmechanismus (53), der um die
Steuerungswelle montiert ist, der ein Einlass-
ventil betreibt, und
ein Stellglied (5A), das die Steuerungswelle ent-
lang der Längsachse der Steuerungswelle be-
wegt,

wobei der Ventilhubmechanismus (53) ein
Schiebezahnrad (6), das sich in Zusammenar-
beit mit der Steuerungswelle (52) bewegt; ein
Eingabezahnrad (7), das auf dem Schiebezahn-
rad montiert ist, das durch einen Nocken einer
Nockenwelle arbeitet, und ein Ausgabezahnrad
(8) enthält, das auf dem Schiebezahnrad mon-
tiert ist, das das Einlassventil betreibt, und
das Stellglied die Dauer des Einlassventils
durch ein relatives Drehen des Eingangszahn-
rads und des Ausgabezahnrads durch eine Be-
wegung der Steuerungswelle ändert.

7. Maschinensteuerungsvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch
6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Stellglied
mit elektrischer Leistung getrieben ist.

8. Verfahren eines Steuerns von mindestens einer
Ventildauer oder einem Ventilhub eines Einlassven-
tils, gekennzeichnet durch die folgenden Schritte:

Bestimmen, ob ein Zündschalter auf eine Aus-
schaltstellung geschaltet ist, und
Ändern von mindestens der Ventildauer oder
dem Ventilhub des Einlassventils in Richtung ei-
nes Anfangswerts, der als eine größte oder an-
nähernd größte offene Ventildauer des Einlass-
ventils definiert ist, wenn es bestimmt ist, dass
der Zündschalter auf die Ausschaltstellung ge-
schaltet ist, wobei,
falls die elektronische Steuereinheit erfasst,
dass die Maschine versagt hat zu starten, bevor
der Zündschalter auf die Ausschaltstellung ge-
schalten wird, die elektronische Steuereinheit
(9) das Ändern von mindestens der Ventildauer
oder dem Ventilhub des Einlassventils in Rich-
tung des Anfangswerts verhindert.

Revendications

1. Appareil de commande de moteur qui modifie au
moins l’une parmi une durée d’ouverture de soupape
et une levée de soupape de la soupape d’admission
en commandant un mécanisme de soupape varia-
ble, dans lequel :

le mécanisme de soupape variable modifie au
moins l’une parmi une durée d’ouverture de sou-
pape et la levée de soupape de la soupape d’ad-
mission,
caractérisé en ce que :

l’appareil de commande comprend une uni-
té de commande électronique (9) qui modi-
fie au moins l’une parmi la durée d’ouverture
de soupape et la levée de soupape de la
soupape d’admission vers une valeur initia-
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le qui est définie comme étant la plus grande
ou presque la plus grande durée d’ouvertu-
re de soupape de la soupape d’admission
lorsqu’un commutateur d’allumage passe
dans une position d’arrêt, et
si l’unité de commande électronique détec-
te que le moteur n’arrive pas à démarrer
avant que le commutateur d’allumage n’ait
été commuté sur la position d’arrêt, l’unité
de commande électronique (9) empêche de
modifier au moins l’une parmi la durée
d’ouverture de soupape et la levée de sou-
pape de la soupape d’admission vers la va-
leur initiale.

2. Appareil de commande de moteur selon la revendi-
cation 1, caractérisé en ce que :

si l’unité de commande électronique détecte
qu’une vitesse de véhicule est supérieure ou
égale à une valeur de seuil lorsque l’on modifie
la au moins une parmi la durée d’ouverture de
soupape et la levée de soupape de la soupape
d’admission vers la valeur initiale, l’unité de
commande électronique (9) suspend le change-
ment de la au moins une parmi la durée d’ouver-
ture de soupape et la levée de soupape de la
soupape d’admission jusqu’à ce que la vitesse
du véhicule chute au-dessous de la valeur de
seuil.

3. Appareil de commande de moteur selon la revendi-
cation 1, caractérisé en ce que :

si l’unité de commande électronique détecte
qu’une vitesse de moteur est supérieure ou éga-
le à une valeur de seuil lors du changement de
la au moins une parmi la durée d’ouverture de
soupape et la levée de soupape de la soupape
d’admission vers la valeur initiale, l’unité de
commande électronique (9) suspend le change-
ment de la au moins une parmi la durée d’ouver-
ture de soupape et la levée de soupape de la
soupape d’admission jusqu’à ce que la vitesse
du moteur chute au-dessous de la valeur de
seuil.

4. Appareil de commande de moteur selon la revendi-
cation 1, caractérisé en ce que :

lorsque l’unité de commande électronique em-
pêche le changement de la au moins une parmi
la durée d’ouverture de soupape et la levée de
soupape de la soupape d’admission, l’unité de
commande électronique (9) maintient au moins
l’une parmi la durée d’ouverture de soupape et
la levée de soupape de la soupape d’admission
qui a été utilisée immédiatement avant que la

commutation du commutateur d’allumage sur la
position d’arrêt ne soit détectée.

5. Appareil de commande de moteur selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 4, caractérisé en ce
que :

si l’unité de commande électronique détermine
ou prévoit qu’une vitesse de moteur est inférieu-
re à une valeur de référence lorsque la au moins
une parmi la durée d’ouverture de soupape et
la levée de soupape de la soupape d’admission
est modifiée, l’unité de commande électronique
(9) arrête le changement de la au moins une
parmi la durée d’ouverture de soupape et la le-
vée de soupape de la soupape d’admission.

6. Appareil de commande de moteur selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 5, caractérisé en ce
que le mécanisme de soupape variable comprend :

un arbre de commande (52) disposé dans une
culasse,
un mécanisme de levée de soupape (53), monté
autour de l’arbre de commande, qui actionne
une soupape d’admission, et
un actionneur (5A) qui déplace l’arbre de com-
mande le long de l’axe longitudinal de l’arbre de
commande,
dans lequel le mécanisme de levée de soupape
(53) comprend un engrenage coulissant (6) qui
se déplace en coopération avec l’arbre de com-
mande (52) ; un engrenage d’entrée (7), monté
sur l’engrenage coulissant, qui fonctionne par le
biais d’une came d’un arbre à cames, et un en-
grenage de sortie (8) monté sur l’engrenage
coulissant qui actionne la soupape d’admission,
et
l’actionneur change la durée d’ouverture de la
soupape d’admission en faisant tourner relati-
vement l’engrenage d’entrée et l’engrenage de
sortie par le biais d’un mouvement de l’arbre de
commande.

7. Appareil de commande de moteur selon la revendi-
cation 6, caractérisé en ce que l’actionneur est en-
traîné par l’énergie électrique.

8. Procédé pour commander au moins l’une parmi une
durée d’ouverture de soupape et une levée de sou-
pape d’une soupape d’admission, caractérisé en
ce qu’il comprend les étapes suivantes :

déterminer si un commutateur d’allumage est
commuté sur une position d’arrêt, et
changer la au moins une parmi la durée d’ouver-
ture de soupape et la levée de soupape de la
soupape d’admission vers une valeur initiale,
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qui est définie pour la plus grande ou presque
la plus grande durée d’ouverture de soupape de
la soupape d’admission lorsque l’on détermine
que le commutateur d’allumage est commuté
sur la position d’arrêt, dans lequel :

si l’unité de commande électronique détec-
te que le moteur n’arrive pas à démarrer
avant que le commutateur d’allumage n’ait
été commuté sur la position d’arrêt, l’unité
de commande électronique (9) empêche le
changement d’au moins l’une parmi la du-
rée d’ouverture de soupape et la levée de
soupape de la soupape d’admission vers la
valeur initiale.
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